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FOREWORD

The Enactments of the 72nd Legislature provides the official bill captions of all bills enacted during the 1991 regular session and the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd called sessions. Captions of joint resolutions passed by the legislature proposing amendments to the Texas Constitution and the governor's veto proclamations are also included. This publication is intended to be a convenient index of enacted measures within particular subject areas.

Copies of enrolled bills and resolutions from the 72nd Legislature may be obtained from the Legislative Reference Library located in room 260, State Board of Insurance Building (463-1252).
INTRODUCTION

The Regular Session of the 72nd Legislature convened on January 8, 1991, and adjourned sine die on May 27, 1991, after enacting 959 bills. Of this number, which was a decrease of more than 25 percent from the previous regular session, 36 bills were subsequently vetoed by Governor Ann W. Richards.

During the regular session, lawmakers also considered 160 joint resolutions proposing amendments to the Texas Constitution. Of these, 11 proposed amendments were passed and two were submitted to Texas voters in the August 1991 election, at which one gained approval and the other did not.

Following sine die adjournment, the 72nd Legislature met again in three called sessions held in July and August 1991, and January 1992 to pass an appropriations bill, consider redistricting proposals, and address prison overcrowding, in addition to other issues. Three joint resolutions proposing amendments to the state constitution were passed during the 1st Called Session. During the 2nd Called Session, lawmakers passed one joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment. Of the 13 propositions submitted to the voters for ratification at an election held on November 5, 1991, 11 proposed constitutional amendments gained voter approval.

The table below summarizes the disposition of legislation passed during the regular and three called sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bills</th>
<th>Filed</th>
<th>Passed</th>
<th>Vetoed</th>
<th>Defeated by Voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>4,524</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st C.S.</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1 *</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd C.S.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd C.S.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint Resolutions</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Passed</th>
<th>Vetoed</th>
<th>Defeated by Voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st C.S.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd C.S.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd C.S.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Line item veto on House Bill 1, the General Appropriations Act.
CHAPTER 1
ENACTMENTS OF THE 72ND LEGISLATURE

AGRICULTURE

HOUSE BILL 490
EFFECTIVE: 10-1-91
Relating to width of, and special license plates for, vehicles transporting cotton or cotton-related equipment.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford

HOUSE BILL 1184
EFFECTIVE: 5-25-91
Relating to an emergency appropriation to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station for regulatory services relating to the Africanized bee.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Cuellar, R.
SENATE SPONSOR: Lucio

HOUSE BILL 1607
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to width of vehicles transporting hay.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Clemons
SENATE SPONSOR: Green

HOUSE BILL 1694
EFFECTIVE: 5-19-91
Relating to certain agreements between suppliers and dealers selling certain farm, industrial, and outdoor power equipment.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Swinford
SENATE SPONSOR: Carricker

HOUSE BILL 1826
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to the establishment and funding of a young farmer endowment program.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Patterson
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims

HOUSE BILL 2553
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to the services and businesses eligible to hold an agricultural permit for transportation of agricultural commodities.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Berlanga
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford

SENATE BILL 254
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to the transfer of the pullorum disease and fowl typhoid control responsibilities currently assigned to the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station to the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory.

SENATE AUTHOR: Haley
HOUSE SPONSOR: Von Dohlen

SENATE BILL 1057
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the terms served by the appointed members of the board of directors of the Texas Agricultural Finance Authority.

SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
HOUSE SPONSOR: Johnson, J.
SENATE BILL 1197  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the transfer of low-interest agricultural loan repayments.

SENATE AUTHOY: Montford  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Laney

BUSINESS AND OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION

HOUSE BILL 37  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to prohibited practices concerning taxicab fares; providing a penalty.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Hudson  
SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson

HOUSE BILL 41  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the relocation of safe deposit boxes and their contents.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Williamson  
SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker

HOUSE BILL 46  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of currency exchange or transmission businesses; providing penalties.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Cuellar, H.  
SENATE SPONSOR: Lyon

HOUSE BILL 76  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to an exemption from regulation under the Private Investigators and Private Security Agencies Act for certain providers of medical alert services and other electronic monitoring services.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Telford  
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow

HOUSE BILL 79  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the exemption of certain activities from the licensing and registration requirements under Chapter 97, Acts of the 70th Legislature, Regular Session, 1987 (Article 4477-3a, Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes).

HOUSE AUTHOY: Clemons  
SENATE SPONSOR: Leedom

HOUSE BILL 139  
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91  
Relating to disclosure by a financial institution of an amount deposited.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Smith, A.  
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown

HOUSE BILL 270  
EFFECTIVE: 7-1-91  
Relating to the certification and licensing of real estate appraisers and the powers and duties of the Texas Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board; providing a penalty.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Smith, A.  
SENATE SPONSOR: Haley

HOUSE BILL 278  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the authority and operation of certain business organizations which provide for limited liability.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Wolens  
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, O. H.

HOUSE BILL 451  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the definition, safety, reporting, certification, and regulation of certain aggregate quarries and pits; providing civil penalties.

HOUSE AUTHOY: Brimer  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
HOUSE BILL 452
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the location of and screening requirements applicable to certain automotive wrecking and salvage yards and junkyards; providing a criminal penalty.

HOUSE BILL 541
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the certification and regulation of respiratory care practitioners.

HOUSE BILL 548
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the professional association of podiatrists and medical doctors.

HOUSE BILL 675
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to confidentiality and privilege requirements for certain information relating to impaired physicians.

HOUSE BILL 703
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the fees charged in connection with collection of a dishonored check.

HOUSE BILL 725
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to county regulation of certain outdoor businesses; providing a civil penalty.

HOUSE BILL 754
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to insider lease arrangements by a state bank.

HOUSE BILL 799
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to disadvantaged businesses owned by minorities or women in relation to state purchasing and public works contracts; providing a criminal penalty.

HOUSE BILL 817
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the regulation of the practice of dentistry.

HOUSE BILL 922
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the commercial use of information identifying a person who has been involved in a motor vehicle accident; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 925
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the practice of physical therapy.
HOUSE BILL 936  HOUSE AUTHOR: Seidlits  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson  
Relating to the regulation of credit unions.

HOUSE BILL 948  HOUSE AUTHOR: Danburg  
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92  SENATE SPONSOR: Ellis  
Relating to the sterilization of dogs and cats adopted from an animal pound, shelter, or humane organization, other than one located in certain municipalities, and to adoption standards; providing a criminal penalty.

HOUSE BILL 962  HOUSE AUTHOR: Madla  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Tejeda  
Relating to safety requirements for outdoor shooting ranges in certain counties; providing penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1030  HOUSE AUTHOR: Clemons  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Lucio  
Relating to the creation of offenses dealing with certain credit card transactions with regulated lenders and financial institutions; providing criminal penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1101  HOUSE AUTHOR: McDonald  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks  
Relating to the regulation of the practice of professional nursing.

HOUSE BILL 1175  HOUSE AUTHOR: Luna  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.  
Relating to restrictions on the sale or purchase of certain metal products by secondhand metal dealers; providing criminal penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1257  HOUSE AUTHOR: Yost  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson  
Relating to the regulation of certain code enforcement officers; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 1258  HOUSE AUTHOR: Gibson  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson  
Relating to the authority of the Consumer Credit Commissioner, the regulation of certain consumer credit practices, and the regulation of pawnshops; providing civil and administrative penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1356  HOUSE AUTHOR: Earley  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks  
Relating to the regulation of pipelines for the transportation of hydrogen.

HOUSE BILL 1393  HOUSE AUTHOR: Yarbrough  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Brown  
Relating to the renewal of a license held by an individual serving on active military duty.
HOUSE BILL 1495
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the licensing and regulation of pharmacists and pharmacies.

HOUSE BILL 1586
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to certain motor vehicle installment sales.

HOUSE BILL 1587
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Amending Section 113.056 of the Texas Trust Code relating to the standards for trust management and investment.

HOUSE BILL 1598
EFFECTIVE: 11-1-91
Relating to the rental of safe deposit boxes and identification of keys to certain safe deposit boxes.

HOUSE BILL 1648
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the licensing of water well pump installers; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 1704
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the practice of psychology.

HOUSE BILL 1766
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the cancellation of a permit to sell prepaid funeral services or merchandise.

HOUSE BILL 1767
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the retention of business records.

HOUSE BILL 1847
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to an alternative to furnishing a bond by certain alcoholic beverage licensees.

HOUSE BILL 1902
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the sale of beer for use in food products.

HOUSE BILL 1941
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of certain motor vehicle dealers and the sale, titling, and registration of certain motor vehicles.
HOUSE BILL 2066
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to certain fees assessed to fund the operations of the boiler inspection section of the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation.

HOUSE BILL 2069
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the use of the medical services trust fund.

HOUSE BILL 2263
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the regulation and licensing of entities that operate facilities for greyhound racing or horse racing or for training greyhounds or horses for racing and to the amounts deducted from pari-mutuel pools in horse races; providing administrative and criminal penalties.

HOUSE BILL 2265
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a corporation's filing of articles of dissolution.

HOUSE BILL 2266
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the requirement that certain delinquent taxpayers establish a tax escrow account at a bank or other financial institution.

HOUSE BILL 2269
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of an auctioneer education and recovery fund; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 2420
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
Relating to the regulation of massage therapists, the practice of massage therapy, and certain sexually oriented businesses; providing penalties.

HOUSE BILL 2430
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of brake fluids.

HOUSE BILL 2478
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the approval and certification of certain health organizations by the Texas State Board of Medical Examiners.

HOUSE BILL 2802
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to certain duties of the Consumer Credit Commissioner.
HOUSE BILL 2811
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO REGULATING BOAT OR OUTBOARD MOTOR MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS.

SENATE BILL 3 (2ND C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-23-91
RELATING TO THE AMENDED OR SUPPLEMENTAL DESIGNATION OF AND TO LOCAL RESTRICTIONS ON THE PREMISES ON WHICH ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES MAY BE SOLD.

SENATE BILL 9 (1ST C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE ESCHERT OF CERTAIN FUNDS PAID UNDER A PREPAID FUNERAL CONTRACT.

SENATE BILL 140
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
RELATING TO AN EXEMPTION FROM REGULATION OF CERTAIN DRIVER-TRAINING COURSES AND DRIVER-TRAINING INSTRUCTORS.

SENATE BILL 181
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPISTS, THE REGULATION OF THE PRACTICE OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY, AND THE SELECTION OF PRACTITIONERS UNDER CERTAIN INSURANCE POLICIES; PROVIDING A CRIMINAL PENALTY; PROVIDING APPROPRIATION OF FEES.

SENATE BILL 183
EFFECTIVE: 6-6-91
RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF CERTAIN PERSONS BY THE STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS.

SENATE BILL 215
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO NOISE REGULATION OF SPORT SHOOTING RANGES.

SENATE BILL 241
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE AND TRAILER LEASES THAT PERMIT OR REQUIRE THE RENTAL PRICE TO BE ADJUSTED.

SENATE BILL 253
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE TEXAS YOUTH CAMP SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT; PROVIDING FOR RENEWAL FEES AND THE EQUALIZING OF LICENSE FEES; PROVIDING ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.

SENATE BILL 346
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY; PROVIDING CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES.
SENATE BILL 402  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to an advisory board of directors for a state bank.

SENATE BILL 521  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of medical physicists; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 523  
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91  
Relating to the disclosure of certain confidential or employment information by the banking commissioner or to a financial institution.

SENATE BILL 587  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to performance standards for certain plumbing fixtures and related labeling requirements for certain plumbing fixtures and appliances; creating offenses and providing civil and administrative penalties.

SENATE BILL 709  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the location at which a bank may operate an unmanned teller machine and conditions for banks sharing such a machine.

SENATE BILL 710  
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91  
Relating to branch banking.

SENATE BILL 726  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to regulation of fish farmers under the Parks and Wildlife Code; creating an offense and providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 729  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the consumer credit commissioner's publication and authorization of a market competitive rate ceiling and to the implementation of that ceiling.

SENATE BILL 757  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to driver and traffic safety education; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 774  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the practice of optometry.
SENATE BILL 837  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of the treatment of chemical dependency; providing a civil penalty.

SENATE BILL 857  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the regulation of the practice of chiropractic.

SENATE BILL 865  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the licensing and regulation of personal care facilities and to the repeal of laws requiring the registration of boarding homes or board and lodging homes for senior citizens or disabled persons; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 873  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of the manufacture and sale of foods, drugs, and devices.

SENATE BILL 935  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to provisions making certain contracts subject to the laws of another state, to litigation in the courts of another state, or to arbitration in another state, or to agreed limitations periods.

SENATE BILL 972  
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91  
Relating to the regulation of a medical radiologic technologist.

SENATE BILL 977  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the further development of the fish farming industry, including the licensing of vehicles used in fish farming operations, licenses required for selling fish, and the availability of water used in fish farming.

SENATE BILL 1115  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to disciplinary action against a nursing home administrator.

SENATE BILL 1123  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of dispensing opticians; providing a civil and criminal penalty.

SENATE BILL 1166  
EFFECTIVE: 5-12-91  
Relating to fixed assets of a state bank.
SENATE BILL 1169  
SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom  
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hill, A.  
Relating to the regulation of consumer telephone calls; providing civil penalties and injunctive relief.

SENATE BILL 1262  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, O. H.  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hill, A.  
Relating to the regulation of automatic dial announcing devices; providing criminal and civil penalties.

SENATE BILL 1283  
SENATE AUTHOR: Rosson  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Vowell  
Relating to the confidentiality of a disciplinary order affecting the license of a professional.

SENATE BILL 1290  
SENATE AUTHOR: Lyon  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hunter, T.  
Relating to a security interest in minerals, including oil and gas.

SENATE BILL 1302  
SENATE AUTHOR: Johnson, E. B.  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Madla  
Relating to the practice of podiatry.

SENATE BILL 1451  
SENATE AUTHOR: Brooks  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Colbert  
Relating to the incorporation of and membership of hospitals and a hospital council or related subgroup in a cooperative association.

SENATE BILL 1457  
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Conley  
Relating to allowing entities formed as a trust to be eligible members and subscribers of a cooperative formed under the Cooperative Association Act.

SENATE BILL 1490  
SENATE AUTHOR: Moncrief  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Thompson, G.  
Relating to amending Article 5.43-2, Insurance Code, to provide for the authority of the State Board of Insurance to adopt regulations concerning licensees and regulated equipment.

SENATE BILL 1497  
SENATE AUTHOR: Turner  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Madla  
Relating to the licensing and regulation of pharmacists and pharmacies; providing a criminal penalty.

SENATE BILL 1539  
SENATE AUTHOR: Turner  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Laney  
Relating to the regulation of the sale and titling of manufactured housing and manufactured housing credit transactions.
CIVIL REMEDIES AND PROCEDURES

HOUSE BILL 154
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to immunity from civil liability for certain persons responsible for or acting in furtherance of programs in which county inmates or juvenile or adult probationers are required to perform manual labor or to perform community service.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Taylor
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims

HOUSE BILL 480
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the authority of a court to order the turnover of wages for personal services.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Clemons
SENATE SPONSOR: Green

SENATE BILL 369
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to certain definitions and indemnity provisions relating to certain mineral agreements.

SENATE AUTHOR: Ellis
HOUSE SPONSOR: Yost

SENATE BILL 557
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to indemnification by the state in certain civil actions.

SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
HOUSE SPONSOR: Watkins

SENATE BILL 923
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the liability of a person for demolishing, causing to be demolished, or adversely affecting a historic structure without a permit.

SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda
HOUSE SPONSOR: Madla

SENATE BILL 1034
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to immunity from liability for school district volunteers.

SENATE AUTHOR: Bivins
HOUSE SPONSOR: Berlanga

CORRECTIONS

HOUSE BILL 124
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the manner in which maximum capacity is established or increased for units in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, to the manner in which the systemwide capacity of the institutional division is increased, and to the housing of inmates in the institutional division.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Culberson
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown

HOUSE BILL 1066
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a study of the manner in which inmates of the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice prove worthiness to begin obtaining good conduct time.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd
SENATE SPONSOR: Lyon

HOUSE BILL 1652
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to medical, dental, or health services provided to indigent prisoners in county jails.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Hernandez
SENATE SPONSOR: Krier
HOUSE BILL 1666
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the housing in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice of persons punished for violation of probation.

HOUSE BILL 1674
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the authority of a court to order a convicted felon to participate in an alternative incarceration program operated by the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the manner in which the division operates that program.

HOUSE BILL 1675
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to the use of certain facilities of the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for the imposition of sanctions on probationers.

SENATE BILL 26
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the composition, powers, and duties of the Texas Council on Offenders with Mental Impairments.

SENATE BILL 583
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the Role of the Family in Reducing Recidivism Advisory Committee to the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the Texas Youth Commission, and to the duties of that committee.

SENATE BILL 911
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the preparation of an annual report on the availability of substance abuse treatment and prevention services to participants in the criminal justice system.

SENATE BILL 912
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to the composition of community justice task forces.

SENATE BILL 1596
EFFECTIVE: Bill did not take effect.
Relating to reducing overcrowding in jails and promoting a more effective state criminal justice system, including provisions relating to maintenance and operation tax rate, the composition of the Criminal Justice Policy Council, the creation of the Texas Sentencing and Corrections Commission, performance rewards payments to certain counties, and conditions of parole; and repealing certain statutes related to criminal offenses.
COURTS — GENERAL

HOUSE BILL 12 (1st C.S.)
  EFFECTIVE: See bill for multiple effective dates.
  Relating to prosecuting attorneys.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Rudd
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Haley

HOUSE BILL 66
  EFFECTIVE: 10-1-91
  Relating to the creation, jurisdiction, and administration of certain county and statutory county courts, to the creation of multicounty statutory county courts, and to the qualifications of office for and compensation of judges of certain courts and certain county attorneys.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Thompson, S.
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Dickson

HOUSE BILL 134
  EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
  Relating to the qualifications and compensation of presiding judges of administrative judicial regions.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Rudd
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Dickson

HOUSE BILL 148
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to court procedure and administration in Wharton County.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Uher
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Turner

HOUSE BILL 166
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to a prohibition on requiring certain judges to collect a predetermined amount of revenue from convictions for traffic offenses.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Soileau
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Haley

HOUSE BILL 180
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to a seal for justice courts and for small claims courts.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Eckels
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Brown

HOUSE BILL 202
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to filing fees, other fees, and costs for certain types of lawsuits; making an appropriation to the attorney general.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Williamson
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Harris, C.

HOUSE BILL 407
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to increasing the fine for certain misdemeanors and to the jurisdiction of county, justice, and municipal courts.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Ovard
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Ellis

HOUSE BILL 409
  EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
  Relating to certain family court masters.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Goodman
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Moncrief

HOUSE BILL 555
  EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
  Relating to the assignment and compensation of certain judges as visiting judges.

  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Ovard
  SENATE SPONSOR:  Leedom
HOUSE BILL 596
EFFECTIVE: 5-2-91
Relating to the issuance of a writ of habeas corpus by a court of appeals.

HOUSE BILL 598
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to requests to take a driving safety course.

HOUSE BILL 828
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation of municipal courts of record in Grapevine.

HOUSE BILL 885
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the qualifications of grand jury commissioners.

HOUSE BILL 889
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to an appeal from a juvenile court to a court of appeals.

HOUSE BILL 1313
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the composition of the juvenile board of Smith County.

HOUSE BILL 1333
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the selection of a municipal court clerk in certain home-rule municipalities.

HOUSE BILL 1354
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the jurisdiction of the county courts at law in Cameron County.

HOUSE BILL 1417
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the certification of certain court reporters.

HOUSE BILL 1431
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the jurisdiction of the county, justice, and small claims courts, to the processing and storage of information in the civil docket of a justice of the peace, and to the jurisdiction of certain municipal courts over certain hearings relating to stored motor vehicles.

HOUSE BILL 1693
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to allowing a county commissioners court to set a payment schedule for interpreters in criminal cases.
HOUSE BILL 1747
EFFECTIVE: See bill for effective date.
Relating to the salaries of district and appellate judges.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford

HOUSE BILL 1877
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to bailiffs serving the district courts and statutory county courts of Potter and Randall counties.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Crawford
SENATE SPONSOR: Bivins

HOUSE BILL 2555
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the jurisdiction and administration of the statutory county courts of Brazoria County.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown

HOUSE BILL 2658
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the appointment of constitutional county court judges as special judges.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Eckels
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire

HOUSE BILL 2674
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the Tenth Court of Appeals District.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Denton
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner

HOUSE BILL 2719
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the terms of the 83rd District Court.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims

HOUSE BILL 2769
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to bailiffs for certain courts.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Hunter, T.
SENATE SPONSOR: Truan

HOUSE BILL 2772
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the jurisdiction of the County Court at Law of Panola County.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Johnson, J.
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff

HOUSE BILL 2786
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of the County Court at Law of Hopkins County.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Patterson
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff

HOUSE BILL 2787
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation of the County Court at Law No. 2 of Johnson County.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Gibson
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow

HOUSE BILL 2788
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a continuance for religious holy days in a criminal or civil trial.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Colbert
SENATE SPONSOR: Green
HOUSE BILL 2819
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to grand juries for the district courts in Williamson County and to the terms of court of the 368th District Court.

HOUSE BILL 2830
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
Relating to designating the County Court at Law No. 6 of El Paso County as the Probate Court of El Paso County and to the assignment of certain judges in El Paso County.

HOUSE BILL 2845
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the jurisdiction of the county courts at law in Taylor County.

HOUSE BILL 2847
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the appointment of a bailiff for the 86th District Court.

HOUSE BILL 2864
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the compensation of the criminal district attorney of Jefferson County.

HOUSE BILL 2866
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the composition of the juvenile board of Medina County.

SENATE BILL 52
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to jury service; providing a penalty; making appropriations.

SENATE BILL 61
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to jury lists for justice courts.

SENATE BILL 124
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the jurisdiction of the Tarrant County courts at law.

SENATE BILL 165
EFFECTIVE: 2-28-91
Relating to the salary paid the county attorney of Fayette County; making an appropriation.

SENATE BILL 169
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the private practice of law by the judge of the Starr County Court at Law and to the prosecutors serving that court.
SENATE BILL 170
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation of the County Court at Law No. 2 of Webb County.

SENATE BILL 172
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to municipal courts of record in Arlington.

SENATE BILL 206
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to the qualifications of certain special judges.

SENATE BILL 243
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the establishment of an appellate judicial system for the Second Court of Appeals District.

SENATE BILL 249
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the composition of the Brazos County Juvenile Board.

SENATE BILL 264
EFFECTIVE: 8-1-91
Relating to the 49th Judicial District.

SENATE BILL 294
EFFECTIVE: 5-9-91
Relating to the composition and compensation of the juvenile board of Caldwell County.

SENATE BILL 330
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the supplemental compensation paid district judges in Victoria County.

SENATE BILL 408
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain officers of the court appearing and pleading in certain courts.

SENATE BILL 513
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the composition of the juvenile board of Houston County.

SENATE BILL 858
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the payment for a certified court reporter’s charges for a deposition.
SENATE BILL 1032
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
RE: Relating to the jurisdiction of a district court in a suit regarding a permit for a sexually oriented business.

SENATE BILL 1037
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RE: Relating to the jurisdiction of a justice court over a child who engages in certain conduct indicating a need for supervision.

SENATE BILL 1083
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RE: Relating to the presence of a court reporter during the testimony of children in designated cases using closed circuit television.

SENATE BILL 1126
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91
RE: Relating to the transaction of business by the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Court of Appeals District.

SENATE BILL 1314
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RE: Relating to criminal law magistrates for the district courts of Travis County; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 1428
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RE: Relating to the county courts at law in Angelina County.

SENATE BILL 1481
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RE: Relating to the selection of courts of appeals in criminal cases appealed from a trial court in Hopkins County.

SENATE BILL 1491
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RE: Relating to the jurisdiction of the Wise County Court at Law.

SENATE BILL 1578
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RE: Relating to the County Court at Law of San Patricio County.

SENATE BILL 1590
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RE: Relating to the qualifications for judges of municipal courts of record in Fort Worth.
COURTS — PROBATE

HOUSE BILL 463
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the notice required to be published by the representative of an estate.

HOUSE BILL 736
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain necessary parties in a will contest or will construction suit.

HOUSE BILL 844
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to compensation of executors and administrators.

SENATE BILL 542
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to statutory probate courts.

SENATE BILL 763
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the apportionment of certain estate taxes and expenses.

SENATE BILL 811
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the duration of certain temporary guardianships.

SENATE BILL 952
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to decedents' estates.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND PROCEDURE

HOUSE BILL 9
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the waiver of a jury trial for a person charged with a capital offense and to the punishment, sentencing, and availability of parole for a person convicted of a capital offense.

HOUSE BILL 44
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the punishments for offenses involving prohibited weapons.

HOUSE BILL 50
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a defense to the offense of criminal trespass if the actor is a fire fighter or emergency medical services personnel acting in the lawful discharge of an official duty under exigent circumstances.
HOUSE BILL 93 (2nd C.S.)
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hightower
EFFECTIVE: See bill for multiple effective dates
SENATE SPONSOR: Lyon
Relating to the efficient operation of the state criminal justice and judicial system, including
the punishment of offenses, probation and parole, criminal justice services, and the issuance of
general obligation bonds for criminal justice facilities; making appropriations.

HOUSE BILL 268
HOUSE AUTHOR: Grusendorf
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown
Relating to the manufacture, delivery, possession, or use of a substance or device designed to
falsify drug test results; providing criminal penalties.

HOUSE BILL 290
HOUSE AUTHOR: Linebarger
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos
Relating to the offense of injury to or interference with an animal under the supervision of a
peace officer, corrections officer, or jailer.

HOUSE BILL 355
HOUSE AUTHOR: Craddick
EFFECTIVE: 5-26-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to permitting a prosecuting attorney to obtain certain juvenile adjudication records.

HOUSE BILL 377
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to the punishment for the offense of hindering apprehension or prosecution.

HOUSE BILL 413
HOUSE AUTHOR: Yost
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff
Relating to the forensic analysis of evidence in criminal matters.

HOUSE BILL 504
HOUSE AUTHOR: Repp
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Sibley
Relating to the offense of preventing or obstructing a peace officer from arresting, searching,
or transporting an individual.

HOUSE BILL 520
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Tejeda
Relating to permitting a victim, close relative of a deceased victim, or guardian of a victim to
make a statement before pronouncement of sentence in a criminal case.

HOUSE BILL 549
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallegos
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Ellis
Relating to the punishment of persons convicted of certain offenses committed for the benefit
of, at the direction of, or in association with a criminal street gang.

HOUSE BILL 597
HOUSE AUTHOR: Russell
EFFECTIVE: 5-9-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff
Relating to the issuance of evidentiary search warrants and search warrants for contraband
subject to seizure by the state.
HOUSE BILL 693
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to arson investigators as peace officers.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Rodriguez
SENATE SPONSOR: Zaffirini

HOUSE BILL 806
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the punishment for deadly assault on an employee of the Texas Youth Commission.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Stiles
SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson

HOUSE BILL 816
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to “zip guns” as prohibited weapons for the purpose of offenses under the Penal Code.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Haggerty
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown

HOUSE BILL 861
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the payment of costs associated with the appearance of a licensed health care professional for the state at criminal proceedings arising from a sexual assault.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Van de Putte
SENATE SPONSOR: Tejeda

HOUSE BILL 960
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to deferral of adjudication and dismissal of certain cases on commitment of a chemically dependent person for court-ordered treatment and completion of the treatment.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Delco
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos

HOUSE BILL 1132
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to confidentiality of conversations in which one of the parties is hearing or speech impaired; providing a criminal penalty.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Evans
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow

HOUSE BILL 1185
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the use of criminal asset forfeiture funds for drug abuse treatment and prevention programs and certain law enforcement purposes.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Oliveira
SENATE SPONSOR: Lucio

HOUSE BILL 1188
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the offenses of aggravated and deadly assault on an employee of a county, municipal, or private jail, an employee of the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, or a member of the Texas Board of Criminal Justice.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown

HOUSE BILL 1459
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to affirmative findings in a criminal case regarding the use or exhibition of a deadly weapon during the commission of a felony.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Colbert
SENATE SPONSOR: Ellis

HOUSE BILL 1469
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the preparation of a jury list in a criminal case.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Denton
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow
HOUSE BILL 1548
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the procedure for expunction.

HOUSE BILL 1715
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a defense to the offense of possession of a gambling device.

HOUSE BILL 1801
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a holder in due course of a negotiable instrument as an “owner” for the purposes of the Penal Code, to the offense of making a false statement to obtain property or credit from a financial institution, and to the presumption for theft by check.

HOUSE BILL 1816
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the commission of peace officers.

HOUSE BILL 2065
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the keeping of dangerous dogs; providing penalties.

HOUSE BILL 2140
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the commissioning as peace officers of investigators appointed by the attorney general.

HOUSE BILL 2183
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the punishment for the purchase, possession, or consumption of alcoholic beverages by a minor.

HOUSE BILL 2426
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the defense of indigent inmates.

HOUSE BILL 2578
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the retention by the custodian of a county treasury of a percentage of fees collected for the state under certain provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

HOUSE BILL 2727
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of the office of public defender for the 293rd and 365th judicial districts.
HOUSE BILL 2778
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the appointment of a public defender for Cherokee County.

HOUSE BILL 2841
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to aid to local law enforcement agencies, prosecutors, and court personnel for the implementation of telecommunications networks capable of sharing information necessary for criminal investigations and prosecutions.

SENATE BILL 11
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the summary forfeiture, disposition, and destruction of controlled substance property, controlled substance plants, simulated controlled substances, volatile chemicals, inhalant paraphernalia, abusable glues, and aerosol paints and to creating an offense of diversion of a controlled substance property or plant; providing criminal penalties.

SENATE BILL 16
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the suspension of the driver’s license of a person convicted of certain felony offenses; making an appropriation.

SENATE BILL 17
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a defense to the prosecution of the offense of cruelty to animals.

SENATE BILL 64
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the offense of failure to identify oneself to a peace officer.

SENATE BILL 114
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of the offense of interference with animals or animal facilities; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 148
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to multiple prosecutions of offenses under the Texas Controlled Substances Act arising out of single criminal episodes.

SENATE BILL 177
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the collection and preservation of evidence of a sexual assault or other sex offense.
SENATE BILL 247
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a defense to the offenses of possession of gambling device or equipment and possession of gambling paraphernalia.

SENATE BILL 259
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the establishment of a sexual offender registration program; creating offenses and providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 314
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the penalty groups of and prescriptions for controlled substances, offenses, and civil penalties under the Texas Controlled Substances Act.

SENATE BILL 334
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the ability of certain persons to have a court grant a change of name order.

SENATE BILL 355
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the disposition of fees imposed for execution or processing of a warrant or capias.

SENATE BILL 409
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to further detention of certain persons.

SENATE BILL 411
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to the definition of peace officers; making certain technical corrections.

SENATE BILL 443
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to an exemption of members of the state military forces and public security officers employed by the adjutant general from the prohibition against carrying certain weapons.

SENATE BILL 589
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to tampering with or altering identification numbers on motor vehicles, equipment, or other property and to forging or tampering with governmental records; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 616
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the administration of the Crime Victims Compensation Act by the attorney general.

SENATE BILL 825
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of the offense of unlawfully carrying weapons at an airport.
SENATE BILL 828
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-93
Relating to the treatment of chemically dependent offenders in the criminal justice system.

SENATE BILL 853
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the reimbursement of expenses for the confiscation, analysis, storage, and disposal of controlled substances and related items by a law enforcement agency.

SENATE BILL 880
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to sentencing procedures in capital cases.

SENATE BILL 883
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to taking a person who commits an offense before a magistrate.

SENATE BILL 1048
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the payment by the state or counties for trial transcripts in cases involving indigents.

SENATE BILL 1407
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the rights of victims of crimes.

SENATE BILL 1436
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to conduct causing injury to a child, elderly individual, or invalid.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

HOUSE BILL 42
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a method to explore possibilities for compact agreements regarding trade and other matters with the United Mexican States and other foreign trade partners.

HOUSE BILL 53
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to promotion of tourism in this state.

HOUSE BILL 916
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91
Relating to the municipalities that may create an industrial development corporation and the sales and use tax that may be levied for the benefit of certain industrial development corporations and for the reduction of property taxes.
HOUSE BILL 1879
EFFECTIVE: 4-11-91
Relating to improving relations with the United Mexican States and other foreign countries and rural economic development.

HOUSE BILL 1906
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the state small business innovation research program.

HOUSE BILL 2136
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation of the Texas Partnership for Economic Development to develop a plan for the advancement of science, technology, and industry in the state.

HOUSE BILL 2161
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the financing of heavy commercial vehicles.

HOUSE BILL 2542
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a foreign trade zone for a spaceport and space facility adjacent to or near National Aeronautics and Space Administration facilities.

SENATE BILL 4 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91
Relating to the creation of the Texas Major Employer Development Corporation and the issuance of revenue bonds for major industrial and manufacturing activities.

SENATE BILL 376
EFFECTIVE: 3-28-91
Relating to the creation of a development corporation by certain cities and to the levy of a municipal sales and use tax for the corporation.

SENATE BILL 582
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a center for the support of a comprehensive database network to further the state's goal of economic diversification.

SENATE BILL 637
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to foreign trade zones established by joint airport boards.

SENATE BILL 787
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the amount of the sales and use tax municipalities may levy for the benefit of certain industrial development corporations and the composition of the board of directors of certain industrial development corporations.
EDUCATION — HIGHER

HOUSE BILL 43
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to crime statistics at public and private institutions of higher education.

HOUSE BILL 277
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the courses and degrees offered at The University of Texas of the Permian Basin.

HOUSE BILL 686
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to the student loan revenue bond fund administered by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board; authorizing the issuance of bonds.

HOUSE BILL 982
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to increasing the student medical services fee at Texas Tech University.

HOUSE BILL 1004
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the Texas tuition assistance grant program.

HOUSE BILL 1432
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the student union building fees at The University of Texas at San Antonio.

HOUSE BILL 1973
EFFECTIVE: 6-8-91
Relating to institutional income, expenditures, and obligations of public institutions of higher education.

HOUSE BILL 2102
EFFECTIVE: 6-8-91
Relating to capital improvements for Corpus Christi State University; authorizing the issuance of revenue bonds.

HOUSE BILL 2362
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to enhancing the transfer of students between certain public institutions of higher education.

SENATE BILL 20 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: See bill for multiple effective dates.
Relating to the student loan program administered by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board and to the management of funds received by the board; and authorizing the issuance of bonds.
SENATE BILL 63
EFFECTIVE: 4-5-91
Relating to refunding certain tuition and fees and assigning grades to certain students at institutions of higher education.

SENATE BILL 104
EFFECTIVE: 2-28-91
Relating to the student loan program administered by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board; authorizing the issuance of bonds.

SENATE BILL 151
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to eligibility for participation of graduate students in the Texas State College and University Employees Uniform Insurance Benefits Program.

SENATE BILL 239
EFFECTIVE: 5-21-91
Relating to the rate and use of a junior college branch maintenance tax.

SENATE BILL 445
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to the transfer of the Outstanding Rural Scholar Recognition Program to the Center for Rural Health Initiatives.

SENATE BILL 658
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to an increase of student center complex fees at institutions within The Texas A&M University System.

SENATE BILL 659
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to authorizing an increase in the student recreational sports fee at institutions within The Texas A&M University System and to facilities and programs financed by such fees.

SENATE BILL 669
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the exemption of certain students from certain academic skills testing and remedial coursework requirements.

SENATE BILL 692
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation.

SENATE BILL 732
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the name of The Texas A&M University System and the names of institutions and agencies under the management and control of the board of regents of the system.
SENATE BILL 747
EFFECTIVE: 6-12-91
Relating to permitting certain students who are graduates of the Reynaldo G. Garza School of Law to take the examination for a license to practice law in this state and to the licensing of persons who were enrolled at unaccredited schools of law.

SENATE BILL 755
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to changing the name of the University of Houston-University Park to the University of Houston.

SENATE BILL 756
EFFECTIVE: 5-19-91
Relating to the permanent advisory committee at the University of Houston-Clear Lake.

SENATE BILL 843
EFFECTIVE: 5-16-91
Relating to the degree-granting authority of Lamar University at Port Arthur and Lamar University at Orange.

SENATE BILL 887
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to certain student rentals, fees, and other charges collected by public institutions of higher education.

SENATE BILL 933
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the purchase of library books and materials for libraries at institutions of higher education.

SENATE BILL 1000
EFFECTIVE: 1991-1992 school year
Relating to student services fees at public institutions of higher education.

SENATE BILL 1046
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the length of leases entered into by the Board for Lease of University Lands.

SENATE BILL 1050
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to The University of Texas-Pan American-Brownsville.

SENATE BILL 1109
EFFECTIVE: 5-22-91
Relating to student center fees at public institutions of higher education in the Texas State University System.
SENATE BILL 1135
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to fees at component institutions of the University of Houston System.

SENATE BILL 1222
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the Texas State Technical College System, its organization, duties, and powers, including that of eminent domain and the authority to issue bonds.

SENATE BILL 1232
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to instruction at Laredo State University.

SENATE BILL 1237
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91
Relating to the annexation of certain territory by certain junior college districts.

SENATE BILL 1287
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the health professions resource center.

SENATE BILL 1357
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the establishment of an extension center of Texas State Technical Institute in the City of Marshall in Harrison County.

SENATE BILL 1445
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to student fees for bus service at Southwest Texas State University.

SENATE BILL 1468
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to establishing the Texas Institute for Applied Environmental Research at Tarleton State University.

SENATE BILL 1480
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a medical services fee at the University of North Texas.

SENATE BILL 1533
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Authorizing the Board of Regents of The University of Texas System to acquire by purchase, exchange, gift, or otherwise certain properties to be used for campus expansion and university purposes in The University of Texas System and vesting title in The University of Texas System.
SENATE BILL 1554
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to establishing the Texas Academy of Leadership in the Humanities at Lamar University.

EDUCATION — PUBLIC

HOUSE BILL 103
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the admission of children to the public free schools.

HOUSE BILL 493
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to approval of the bond required for state textbooks issued to a school district.

HOUSE BILL 628
EFFECTIVE: 5-26-91
Relating to the duties of public school attendance officers.

HOUSE BILL 776
EFFECTIVE: 5-26-91
Relating to the citizenship status of persons certified to teach in the State of Texas.

HOUSE BILL 1314
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to grade level retention of public school students and to determining a dyslexic student’s mastery of a subject area.

HOUSE BILL 1679
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to written examinations for education professionals that are administered to persons who are hearing impaired and to certain courses and services for certain students who are hearing impaired.

HOUSE BILL 1777
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to counselors and counseling programs in public schools.

HOUSE BILL 2144
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to summer bilingual education programs.

HOUSE BILL 2175
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to laboratory instruction in public school science classes.
HOUSE BILL 2277  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Naishtat  
SENATE SPONSOR: Moncief  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to Braille instruction for blind or visually handicapped students.

HOUSE BILL 2395  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hirschi  
SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to an unofficial election for students in kindergarten through 12th grade held in conjunction with a general, special, or primary election.

HOUSE BILL 2840  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Naishtat  
SENATE SPONSOR: Moncief  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the residence of the superintendent of the Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired.

HOUSE BILL 2885  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Luna  
SENATE SPONSOR: Parker  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to public schools and public education.

SENATE BILL 42  
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 1991-1992 school year  
Relating to the peer assistance and leadership system.

SENATE BILL 190  
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Luna  
Relating to deductions from the salaries of school district employees for dues to professional organizations.

SENATE BILL 218  
SENATE AUTHOR: Lucio  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Glossbrenner  
Relating to the substitution of employment experience as a first-year teacher for the student teaching component of a teacher education program.

SENATE BILL 351  
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Glossbrenner  
Relating to public schools.

SENATE BILL 460  
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hernandez  
Relating to the use of school crossing guards in municipalities and counties.

SENATE BILL 478  
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Glossbrenner  
Relating to the governing board of the Texas School for the Deaf.

SENATE BILL 479  
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Arnold  
Relating to the creation of a statewide media task force on dropout prevention.
SENATE BILL 532
   EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
   Relating to securing criminal history record information for the employees of public school
districts or employees of a public or commercial transportation company that contracts with a
school district.

SENATE BILL 552
   EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
   Relating to the investment of the permanent school fund.

SENATE BILL 608
   EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
   Relating to standards for prekindergarten programs and coordination of resources among
prekindergarten programs and other child care programs.

SENATE BILL 614
   EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
   Relating to the expansion of the Communities in Schools program.

SENATE BILL 932
   EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
   Relating to the detachment and annexation of certain territory from a school district.

SENATE BILL 1119
   EFFECTIVE: 6-10-91
   Relating to the open meetings requirements applicable to school board deliberations on certain
matters.

SENATE BILL 1273
   EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
   Relating to funding for regional vocational education planning committees.

SENATE BILL 1274
   EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
   Relating to requiring consideration of the quality and effectiveness of vocational education as
part of the accreditation process.

SENATE BILL 1517
   EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
   Relating to requiring immunization of certain students and access to certain records in case of
an emergency or epidemic.

ELECTIONS

HOUSE BILL 1 (2nd C.S.)
   EFFECTIVE: 11-24-91
   Relating to the apportionment of the state into congressional districts.
HOUSE BILL 1 (3rd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 4-8-92
Relating to apportionment of the state into state representative districts.

HOUSE BILL 2 (3rd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 4-8-92
Relating to the date of the primary elections for 1992 and other electoral and political processes relative to the date of those elections.

HOUSE BILL 150
EFFECTIVE: Held invalid by court order.
Relating to apportionment of the state into state representative districts.

HOUSE BILL 272
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the election of members of the governing board of certain community college districts from single-member districts.

HOUSE BILL 341
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the election from single-member and at-large districts and the terms of the governing body of a municipality with a population of 1.5 million or more.

HOUSE BILL 509
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a filing fee for a write-in candidate in the general election for state and county officers.

HOUSE BILL 879
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the content of a voter registration application and to the processing of certain applications.

HOUSE BILL 1143
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to filling vacancies on boards of trustees of certain school districts.

HOUSE BILL 1552
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain self-liquidating navigation districts holding a joint election with the county on the date of the general election for state and county officers.

HOUSE BILL 1637
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the date by which a general-purpose committee must file a monthly report under Title 15, Election Code.
HOUSE BILL 2552  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to dates for conducting elections.

HOUSE BILL 2699  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to apportionment of the state into representative districts.

SENATE BILL 1 (3rd C.S.)  
EFFECTIVE: 4-8-92  
Relating to apportionment of the state into senatorial districts.

SENATE BILL 2 (2nd C.S.)  
EFFECTIVE: 11-24-91  
Relating to the apportionment of the state into State Board of Education districts.

SENATE BILL 3 (3rd C.S.)  
EFFECTIVE: 1-24-92  
Relating to the terms of the directors of the Midland County Hospital District.

SENATE BILL 31  
EFFECTIVE: Held invalid by court order.  
Relating to apportionment of the state into senatorial districts.

SENATE BILL 123  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to write-in candidacy in certain elections.

SENATE BILL 142  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the persons who serve as high school deputy registrars.

SENATE BILL 270  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to election services contracts.

SENATE BILL 625  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the contents of an official voter registration application form.

SENATE BILL 643  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to processing election results in an electronic voting system that does not entail counting the ballots at a central location.
SENATE BILL 769  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to acquisition of certain postal service information for use by the secretary of state in maintaining a statewide voter registration file.

SENATE BILL 1165  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to the furnishing of lists containing the names of registered voters of political subdivisions situated in certain counties; providing a criminal penalty.

SENATE BILL 1186  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to absentee voting terminology.

SENATE BILL 1234  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to absentee voting processes and procedures.

ENERGY

HOUSE BILL 827  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to the regulation of water and sewer utilities.

HOUSE BILL 1373  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
 Relating to the authority of a water supply or sewer service corporation.

HOUSE BILL 2694  
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91  
 Relating to easements granted by the Texas Board of Criminal Justice.

SENATE BILL 870  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
 Relating to the purchase of energy-saving devices or measures by state agencies.

SENATE BILL 1049  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
 Relating to the regulation of metered electric utility service provided by recreational vehicle park owners.

SENATE BILL 1092  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
 Relating to procedures governing the filing of certain utility proceedings.
SENATE BILL 1097  SENATE AUTHOR: Lucio
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Seidlitits
Relating to procedures governing the determination of certain utility proceedings.

FAMILY LAW

HOUSE BILL 263  HOUSE AUTHOR: Danburg
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Ellis
Relating to the spousal exemption from prosecution for sexual assault.

HOUSE BILL 391  HOUSE AUTHOR: Cain
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Johnson, E. B.
Relating to the punishment for certain family violence offenses.

HOUSE BILL 496  HOUSE AUTHOR: Seidlitits
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker
Relating to houses designated as temporary havens in emergencies or threatening situations for school-age children.

HOUSE BILL 626  HOUSE AUTHOR: Rangel
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to a hearing that may be held before a referee under Title 3, Family Code.

HOUSE BILL 627  HOUSE AUTHOR: Rangel
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to the appointment of counsel for an indigent child for certain juvenile law proceedings.

HOUSE BILL 629  HOUSE AUTHOR: Rangel
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to certain transcripts of juvenile proceedings on appeal.

HOUSE BILL 653  HOUSE AUTHOR: McColloough
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
Relating to the length of time a child found to have engaged in delinquent conduct may be sentenced to commitment to the Texas Youth Commission with a transfer to the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

HOUSE BILL 769  HOUSE AUTHOR: Conley
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.
Relating to the accrual of interest on and the enforcement of judgments for unpaid child support.

HOUSE BILL 897  HOUSE AUTHOR: McDonald
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow
Relating to evaluation of certain programs for the prevention or treatment of child abuse or neglect.
HOUSE BILL 944  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO THE ADJUDICATION AND DISPOSITION OF A CHILD ENGAGING IN CONDUCT INDICATING A NEED FOR SUPERVISION.

HOUSE BILL 1050  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO THE SEALING OR DESTRUCTION OF FILES AND RECORDS OF CERTAIN PERSONS ADJUDICATED AS HAVING ENGAGED IN DELINQUENT CONDUCT.

HOUSE BILL 1093  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DEBIT CARD SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS AT TEXAS YOUTH COMMISSION FACILITIES.

HOUSE BILL 1128  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
RELATING TO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR CHILD WATCH PROGRAMS.

HOUSE BILL 1487  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO NOTICE OF CHANGE OF RESIDENCE OF A CONSERVATOR OF A CHILD.

HOUSE BILL 1563  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO PROTECTIVE ORDERS AGAINST FAMILY VIOLENCE.

HOUSE BILL 1688  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT RECORDS AND ORDERS.

HOUSE BILL 2059  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
RELATING TO RESTRAINING A PARENT FROM ABSCONGING WITH A CHILD WHO IS ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN ABUSED.

SENATE BILL 32  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO THE HEARING DATE FOR A SUIT AFFECTING THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP BROUGHT BY A GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY.

SENATE BILL 152  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS FOR PAST-DUE CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
SENATE BILL 186  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the determination of the resources of a person obligated to pay child support.

SENATE BILL 275  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the admissibility of evidence regarding family violence and prior acts of violence committed by the victim against the defendant in certain criminal prosecutions.

SENATE BILL 303  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the imposition of a determinate sentence for children who have engaged in certain delinquent conduct and to the commitment of those children to the Texas Youth Commission.

SENATE BILL 345  
EFFECTIVE: 5-25-91  
Relating to informed consent for the immunization of a minor and to a limitation of liability for damages arising from the immunization.

SENATE BILL 364  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to a frivolous lawsuit brought against a person who has reported child abuse or participated in a judicial proceeding resulting from a report of child abuse.

SENATE BILL 687  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to suits affecting the parent-child relationship.

SENATE BILL 751  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the format and content of marriage license applications.

SENATE BILL 885  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the admissibility of the statement of a child.

SENATE BILL 1149  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to fees relating to an application for a protective order against family violence.

SENATE BILL 1175  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to access to criminal history information records on certain court-appointed special advocates for children.
SENATE BILL 1230
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the detention of certain children taken into custody under Title 3, Family Code.

SENATE BILL 1333
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the transfer of suits affecting the parent-child relationship and court-ordered and administrative withholding from earnings to enforce child support orders.

SENATE BILL 1335
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the guidelines for the support of a child and income withholding in proceedings brought by the attorney general.

SENATE BILL 1401
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the warning that must be provided to a child by a juvenile court.

SENATE BILL 1415
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to admissibility of statements made by a child in an administrative hearing and in the judicial review of the administrative hearing.

SENATE BILL 1570
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the child support service fee in Nueces County.

GOVERNMENT — CITY

HOUSE BILL 84
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the authority of a general-law municipality to annex adjacent streets, highways, and other ways and to the validation of certain municipal annexations.

HOUSE BILL 260
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the powers of local authorities to regulate roller skaters on highways or streets.

HOUSE BILL 338
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to programs to increase the participation of minority businesses in contract awards of certain home-rule municipalities.

HOUSE BILL 571
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the notice requirement for competitive bids or proposals for municipal contracts.
HOUSE BILL 750  
EFFECTIVE: 5-1-91  
Relating to the transfer to a receiver of property not in compliance with municipal ordinances.

HOUSE BILL 985  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the municipal annexation of territory by general-law municipalities.

HOUSE BILL 989  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the repayment of certain municipal bonds.

HOUSE BILL 1839  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the authorities, duties, and privileges of a Type B general-law municipality and the ability of all types of municipalities to adopt health and safety ordinances.

HOUSE BILL 2424  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the hours of labor of fire alarm dispatchers in certain municipalities.

HOUSE BILL 2638  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to commissioners of a municipal housing authority.

SENATE BILL 81  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the authority of certain municipalities to enforce real property restrictions; providing a civil penalty.

SENATE BILL 164  
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91  
Relating to the authority of a municipality in Aransas County to require that property owners connect their property to a sewer system.

SENATE BILL 278  
EFFECTIVE: 4-2-91  
Relating to the authority of a municipality to secure a substandard building.

SENATE BILL 291  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the authority of a municipality to control false security alarms.

SENATE BILL 311  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the validation of governmental acts and proceedings by municipalities.
SENATE BILL 333  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Johnson, E. B.  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Blair  
Relating to discriminatory housing practices and municipal fair housing ordinances.

SENATE BILL 592  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Montford  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Robnett  
Relating to the authority of certain home-rule cities to make contracts for the enforcement of certain arrest warrants.

SENATE BILL 862  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Glasgow  
EFFECTIVE: 4-25-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Cain  
Relating to exempting certain management services from municipal competitive bidding and competitive proposal requirements.

SENATE BILL 934  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Turner, S.  
Relating to promotional eligibility lists and notice for promotional examinations under the municipal civil service law in certain cities.

SENATE BILL 951  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Evans  
Relating to promotional appointments made to fill vacancies in certain fire departments.

SENATE BILL 954  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Turner, S.  
Relating to eligibility for a beginning position with a fire department in certain cities.

SENATE BILL 1096  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Lucio  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Fleuriet  
Relating to airport zoning regulations adopted by certain political subdivisions.

SENATE BILL 1200  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 6-8-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Greenberg  
Relating to agreements or decisions and actions concerning a planned unit development district in a municipality’s extraterritorial jurisdiction.

GOVERNMENT — COUNTY

HOUSE BILL 54  
HOUSE AUTHOR:  Cuellar, H.  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
SENATE SPONSOR:  Zaffirini  
Relating to the use of revenue from the county hotel occupancy tax by certain counties.

HOUSE BILL 199  
HOUSE AUTHOR:  Patterson  
EFFECTIVE: 5-8-91  
SENATE SPONSOR:  Ratliff  
Relating to zoning around Lake Cooper and to the composition of zoning commissions with jurisdiction over that lake, Lake Alan Henry, or Post Lake.
HOUSE BILL 219
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a county auditor employed jointly by two or more counties acting as the purchasing agent for those counties.

HOUSE BILL 356
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the abatement of public nuisances in counties.

HOUSE BILL 545
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to county depositories.

HOUSE BILL 591
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to competitive bidding for certain purchases related to the construction and maintenance of county roads and bridges.

HOUSE BILL 850
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of private ditches in certain counties.

HOUSE BILL 957
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to county participation in federal housing and community development programs.

HOUSE BILL 1057
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the approval of spending by certain county commissioners.

HOUSE BILL 1063
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to continuing education for county commissioners.

HOUSE BILL 1065
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the authority of a county to regulate the use of certain fireworks in certain climatic conditions; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 1147
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the frequency of payment of certain county officers.

HOUSE BILL 1227
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the authority of counties to improve certain subdivision roads and assess the cost of repairs against subdivision residents.
HOUSE BILL 1289  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Bosse  
SENATE SPONSOR: Green  
Relating to the personnel records of the employees of certain sheriff’s departments.

HOUSE BILL 1290  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Martin  
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks  
Relating to authorizing certain counties to issue longevity pay to deputy constables.

HOUSE BILL 1328  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Eckels  
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire  
Relating to the authority of a county with a county auditor to borrow money against anticipated revenue.

HOUSE BILL 1414  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Fraser  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims  
Relating to the authority of certain counties to impose a county hotel occupancy tax.

HOUSE BILL 1627  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy  
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown  
Relating to a performance bond required of county contractors.

HOUSE BILL 1718  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Thompson, S.  
SENATE SPONSOR: Green  
Relating to funds paid into court registries in certain counties.

HOUSE BILL 1803  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hightower  
SENATE SPONSOR: Haley  
Relating to requiring county constables and deputy constables to attend civil process courses.

HOUSE BILL 1846  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Chisum  
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire  
Relating to the budget of the county auditor.

HOUSE BILL 1931  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Heflin  
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire  
Relating to the expenditure by certain counties of county funds for certain senior citizen programs.

HOUSE BILL 2063  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Eckels  
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire  
Relating to the use of the county general fund or officers’ salary fund to purchase liability insurance for county officers and employees.

HOUSE BILL 2300  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Watkins  
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford  
Relating to the seizure of an animal that is being cruelly treated.
HOUSE BILL 2502
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to payroll deductions for individual insurance policies insuring county officials, county employees, or their dependents.

HOUSE BILL 2518
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to exemptions provided by Section 158.038, Local Government Code, for county officers and employees.

HOUSE BILL 2561
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the zoning and other regulation of the El Paso Mission Trail Historical Area; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 2662
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to subdepository and depository banks handling county funds.

HOUSE BILL 2731
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to proceedings for the removal of a county officer.

HOUSE BILL 2804
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the creation of a county civil service system in certain counties.

HOUSE BILL 2834
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the establishment and operation of medical clinics by certain counties.

SENATE BILL 106
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the eligibility of sheriff’s departments of certain counties to create civil service systems.

SENATE BILL 144
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the regulation of wild animals in a county with a population of 2.4 million or more.

SENATE BILL 188
EFFECTIVE: 2-28-91
Relating to emergency services districts in certain counties.

SENATE BILL 201
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the violation by a county clerk or the clerk’s deputy of certain requirements relating to the filing of a subdivision plat or replat.
SENATE BILL 299
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Brown
HOUSE SPONSOR: Schechter
Relating to the authority of a commissioners court to establish direct electronic access to certain county and district court records.

SENATE BILL 356
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Green
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels
Relating to the authority of counties to regulate alarm systems; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 410
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Stiles
Relating to the administration of county jails.

SENATE BILL 483
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Bivins
HOUSE SPONSOR: Crawford
Relating to a temporary absence in the office of county judge in certain counties; validation of certain temporary county appointments in certain counties.

SENATE BILL 770
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Green
HOUSE SPONSOR: Thompson, S.
Relating to the fees charged by a county clerk for records management and preservation and certain actions involving mental health services or chemical dependency services.

SENATE BILL 834
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Zaffirini
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels
Relating to the authority of a county government to improve certain roads in the county.

SENATE BILL 986
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels
Relating to the purchase and repurchase of earth-moving, material-handling, road maintenance, and construction equipment by a county.

SENATE BILL 1035
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Bivins
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels
Relating to the budgets of certain specialized local entities.

SENATE BILL 1127
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda
HOUSE SPONSOR: Madla
Relating to the sale of real property that is owned by a county.

SENATE BILL 1397
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda
HOUSE SPONSOR: Rodriguez
Relating to inspections for fire hazards in counties.

SENATE BILL 1508
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Ratliff
HOUSE SPONSOR: Earley
Relating to county health and accident coverage through a risk pool.
SENATE BILL 1514
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Counts
Relating to authorizing certain counties to spend general revenue funds or issue bonds for the financing of wastewater collection and treatment and water supply and distribution systems within the county.

GOVERNMENT — GENERAL

HOUSE BILL 1756
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hudson
HOUSE SPONSOR: Ellis
Relating to the elimination of certain racially offensive names given to geographical features.

HOUSE BILL 2138
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Bailey
HOUSE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to salary payments to municipal and county employees who are called to active military duty.

SENATE BILL 87
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Johnson, E. B.
HOUSE SPONSOR: Marchant
Relating to the removal of junked motor vehicles.

SENATE BILL 94
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Truan
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cavazos
Relating to the authority of certain metropolitan transit authorities to provide emergency medical services.

SENATE BILL 211
EFFECTIVE: 5-12-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hill, F.
Relating to the financing of personal property by governmental agencies.

SENATE BILL 663
EFFECTIVE: 6-6-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Johnson, E. B.
HOUSE SPONSOR: Conley
Relating to the authority of a political subdivision to acquire and convey land for the development of low-income or moderate-income housing.

SENATE BILL 856
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Brooks
HOUSE SPONSOR: Bailey
Relating to the use of scrap tires by political subdivisions for road construction or repair.

SENATE BILL 992
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire
HOUSE SPONSOR: Earley
Relating to the application of statutes that classify political subdivisions according to population.

SENATE BILL 1342
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cavazos
Relating to the authority of a risk pool established by a political subdivision to obtain reinsurance.
SENATE BILL 1369
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to changes to the state cooperation in local purchasing programs.

GOVERNMENT — SPECIAL DISTRICTS

HOUSE BILL 81 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91
Relating to the board of directors and debts of the Ector County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 124 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91
Relating to the disposition of the Morris County Hospital District's assets and liabilities on dissolution.

HOUSE BILL 155
EFFECTIVE: 4-16-91
Relating to validation of acts of the board of directors of the Terry Memorial Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 156
EFFECTIVE: 4-16-91
Relating to the powers and administration of the Terry Memorial Hospital District; granting the authority to create public debt.

HOUSE BILL 176
EFFECTIVE: 5-11-91
Relating to the boundaries of the DeLeon Hospital District; authorizing the levy of a property tax.

HOUSE BILL 191
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the rate of the sales and use tax a hospital district may impose.

HOUSE BILL 214
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to filing district plats with creation or confirmation election results for certain water districts.

HOUSE BILL 281
EFFECTIVE: 4-23-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the South Plains Underground Water Conservation District.

HOUSE BILL 393
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the terms of directors of the Coke County Underground Water Conservation District.
HOUSE BILL 396
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the tax rate, board of directors, and dissolution of the Sutton County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 456
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operations, financing, and organization of the Gaines County Solid Waste Management District; granting the power of eminent domain and the authority to issue bonds; authorizing a tax.

HOUSE BILL 530
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Llano Estacado Underground Water Conservation District.

HOUSE BILL 676
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to notice requirements for regular meetings of a water control and improvement district.

HOUSE BILL 717
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the contract authority of the Franklin County Water District.

HOUSE BILL 722
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the annual meeting of directors of a soil and water conservation district and the authority of the State Soil and Water Conservation Board to accept donations and contributions.

HOUSE BILL 723
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to audits of soil and water conservation districts.

HOUSE BILL 724
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a vacancy or removal from office of a director of a soil and water conservation district.

HOUSE BILL 876
EFFECTIVE: 4-23-91
Relating to the terms of directors of the Port of Port Arthur Navigation District.

HOUSE BILL 903
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to employment contracts or terms of employment of a person appointed or hired by certain hospital districts.
HOUSE BILL 991  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Glaze  
SENATE SPONSOR: Lucio  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the appointment, powers, and duties of a local health authority.

HOUSE BILL 1036  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Von Dohlen  
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister  
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91  
Relating to terms of the board of directors of the Lavaca Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 1079  
HOUSE AUTHOR: McCollough  
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister  
EFFECTIVE: 6-10-91  
Relating to the authority of a county road district to refinance road district bonds by issuing alternative refunding bonds or certificates of assessment.

HOUSE BILL 1107  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Shelley  
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to imposition of standby fees by certain water districts.

HOUSE BILL 1166  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Yost  
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the dissolution of inactive water districts.

HOUSE BILL 1176  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Price  
SENATE SPONSOR: Parker  
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91  
Relating to the duties and compensation of commissioners of the Port of Beaumont Navigation District of Jefferson County.

HOUSE BILL 1181  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Holzheauser  
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the authority of navigation districts.

HOUSE BILL 1198  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Bomer  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sibley  
EFFECTIVE: 5-14-91  
Relating to the election and terms of the board of directors of the Fairfield Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 1266  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the terms of and election procedures relating to the board of directors of the Val Verde County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 1340  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy  
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown  
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91  
Relating to the authority of the Angleton-Danbury Hospital District to provide office facilities for staff physicians and granting the authority to issue bonds.

HOUSE BILL 1463  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hilderbran  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Headwaters Underground Water Conservation District.
HOUSE BILL 1489
HOUSE AUTHOR: Russell
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to the dissolution of the Morris County Hospital District and to the disposition of the district's assets and liabilities on dissolution.

HOUSE BILL 1683
HOUSE AUTHOR: Rabuck
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner
Relating to the authority of the board of directors of the San Jacinto River Authority to adopt and enforce rules, and to contract with local law enforcement agencies.

HOUSE BILL 1744
HOUSE AUTHOR: Lewis, R.
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Truan
Relating to the creation, administration, and operation of underground water conservation districts and the management of critical areas.

HOUSE BILL 1753
HOUSE AUTHOR: Glaze
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Lyon
Relating to the administration of the Van Zandt County Waste Disposal District.

HOUSE BILL 1761
HOUSE AUTHOR: Saunders
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
Relating to excluding land from the Fayette County Water Control and Improvement District-Monument Hill.

HOUSE BILL 1779
HOUSE AUTHOR: Shelley
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Henderson
Relating to the authority of the Inverness Forest Improvement District to levy and collect a maintenance tax and to continue in operation after the district's territory is annexed.

HOUSE BILL 1822
HOUSE AUTHOR: Craddick
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to a limitation on the rule-making power of water districts over wells in certain counties.

HOUSE BILL 1828
HOUSE AUTHOR: Glossbrenner
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Truan
Relating to election of supervisors of the Jim Wells County Fresh Water Supply District No. 1 and validation of previous elections and actions of the district.

HOUSE BILL 1851
HOUSE AUTHOR: Kubiak
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner
Relating to the issuance of bonds by the Burleson County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 1882
HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown
Relating to the authority of the Board of Directors of the Angleton-Danbury Hospital District to contract for management and consulting services.
HOUSE BILL 1897
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the board of directors of the Presidio County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 1900
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to authorizing the combination of the Presidio County Hospital District with the Brewster County Hospital District, changing the name of the combined district to the Big Bend Regional Hospital District, and specifying certain duties of the combined district.

HOUSE BILL 1901
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to governmental liability for the acts of certain contractors used by certain hospital districts.

HOUSE BILL 2049
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the authority of the Dallas County Flood Control District No. 1 to enter into a tax abatement agreement and to designate a reinvestment zone.

HOUSE BILL 2229
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the Dallam-Hartley Counties Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2231
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the terms of the board of directors of the DeWitt Medical District and to the maturity date of loans for which revenues of the district are pledged.

HOUSE BILL 2250
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the powers and liability of a public health district and to the liability of its members.

HOUSE BILL 2322
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Wood Trace Municipal Utility District No. 1, of Montgomery County, Texas.

HOUSE BILL 2330
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the board of directors and powers and duties of the South Limestone Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2382
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Wood Trace Municipal Utility District No. 2, of Montgomery County, Texas.
HOUSE BILL 2383
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Wood Trace Municipal Utility District No. 3, of Montgomery County, Texas.

HOUSE BILL 2399
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Montgomery County Municipal Utility District No. 86, of Montgomery County, Texas.

HOUSE BILL 2465
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Montgomery County Municipal Utility District No. 85, of Montgomery County, Texas.

HOUSE BILL 2489
EFFECTIVE: 6-8-91
Relating to the boundaries, powers, and duties of the South Randall County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2563
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the filing period for an application for a place on the ballot in a commissioners’ election of the Brazos River Harbor Navigation District of Brazoria County.

HOUSE BILL 2570
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the election and powers and duties of the board of directors of the Dallas County Levee Improvement District No. 1.

HOUSE BILL 2571
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the election and powers and duties of the board of directors of the Bois d'Arc Island Levee Improvement District of Dallas and Kaufman Counties.

HOUSE BILL 2572
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the election and powers and duties of the board of directors of the Dallas County Levee District No. 8.

HOUSE BILL 2573
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the election and powers and duties of the board of directors of the Dallas County Levee Improvement District No. 14.

HOUSE BILL 2724
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to bonds issued by and taxes assessed by the Hospital District of Maverick County, Texas.
HOUSE BILL 2728
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the authority of the board of directors of the Val Verde Hospital District to contract for management and consulting services.

HOUSE BILL 2760
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to changing the name of the Martin County Underground Water Conservation District, the method of adding territory to the district, and membership on the district’s board of directors.

HOUSE BILL 2777
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the validation of certain actions of the Sheldon Road Municipal Utility District.

HOUSE BILL 2779
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the tax rate and financing of the Chambers County Public Hospital District No. 1.

HOUSE BILL 2782
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation and administration of the Colorado-Fayette Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2792
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the terms of commissioners of the Calhoun County Navigation District.

HOUSE BILL 2803
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the Montgomery County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2817
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the validation of certain actions of the Harris County Water Control and Improvement District No. 84.

HOUSE BILL 2818
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of The Woodlands Road Utility District No. 1, of Montgomery County, Texas; granting the authority to issue bonds.

HOUSE BILL 2822
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, and duties of the Greater Greenspoint Management District of Harris County.
HOUSE BILL 2831
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the terms of directors of the Sutton County Underground Water Conservation District.

HOUSE BILL 2837
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to changing the name of the Galveston County Water Authority.

HOUSE BILL 2855
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the authority of the Caprock Hospital District to borrow money.

HOUSE BILL 2862
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the authority of The Woodlands Metro Center Municipal Utility District, of Montgomery County, Texas, to exclude territory under certain circumstances.

HOUSE BILL 2863
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the authority of the Rankin County Hospital District relating to purchases and construction contracts.

HOUSE BILL 2876
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the authority of municipal utility districts.

HOUSE BILL 2884
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operations, financing, and organization of the Upper Sabine Valley Solid Waste District; granting the power of eminent domain and the authority to issue bonds; authorizing a tax.

HOUSE BILL 2902
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the powers and duties of the Bastrop County Water Control and Improvement District No. 2 relating to the administration of a road utility district in Bastrop County.

SENATE BILL 44
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the removal of certain territory from an emergency services district by the governing body of a municipality.

SENATE BILL 121
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to retirement programs for employees of High Plains Underground Water Conservation District No. 1.
SENATE BILL 437  
SENATE AUTHOR: Truan  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Berlanga  
Relating to the compensation of the commissioners of the Nueces County Drainage and Conservation District No. 2.

SENATE BILL 461  
SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Campbell  
Relating to the validation of certain annexations by and a description of the boundaries of the Dallas County Water Control and Improvement District No. 6.

SENATE BILL 516  
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 5-14-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Delco  
Relating to the provision of medical services by a physician under a contract with a county or municipal corporation or a hospital district or authority.

SENATE BILL 526  
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker  
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Stiles  
Relating to the conversion of certain hospital districts into districts operating under Article IX, Section 9, of the Texas Constitution.

SENATE BILL 784  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, C.  
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Marchant  
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Dallas County Utility and Reclamation District No. 1.

SENATE BILL 861  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, C.  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Shea  
Relating to qualifications of directors of the Dallas County Utility and Reclamation District, written notice given to purchasers of real property located in the district, and validation of certain actions of the district.

SENATE BILL 892  
SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Finnell  
Relating to the validation of certain hospital districts and their proceedings.

SENATE BILL 1058  
SENATE AUTHOR: Sims  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cate  
Relating to validation of the creation of the Medina County Underground Water Conservation District and actions of the district.

SENATE BILL 1120  
SENATE AUTHOR: Haley  
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Lewis, R.  
Relating to audit of fiscal records, investment and deposit of funds, surety bonds of directors, and benefits of employees of the Sabine River Authority of Texas.
SENATE BILL 1343  SENATE AUTHOR:  Parker  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Price  
Relating to the election of commissioners of the Port of Beaumont Navigation District of Jefferson County.

SENATE BILL 1375  SENATE AUTHOR:  Lyon  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Thomas  
Relating to the terms of office of members of the governing boards of certain hospital districts.

SENATE BILL 1389  SENATE AUTHOR:  Zaffirini  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Kuempel  
Relating to the membership of the board of trustees of the Canyon Regional Water Authority.

SENATE BILL 1409  SENATE AUTHOR:  Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Delco  
Relating to municipal drainage utility systems, including providing for powers and duties, expansion of service areas, and issuance of bonds; adding users of property to the customer base, providing for rate hearings, adopting ordinances and fee schedules, allowing liens for delinquent bills, and validating the operation of municipal billing systems.

SENATE BILL 1412  SENATE AUTHOR:  Tejeda  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Schoolcraft  
Relating to emergency medical care and services and certain hospital district personnel, including peace officers.

SENATE BILL 1465  SENATE AUTHOR:  Sims  
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Hilderbran  
Relating to the creation, administration, powers, duties, operation, and financing of the Menard County Underground Water District.

SENATE BILL 1484  SENATE AUTHOR:  Sibley  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Place  
Relating to the authority of a hospital district to issue general obligation bonds.

GOVERNMENT — STATE

HOUSE BILL 1 (1st C.S.)  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Rudd  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR:  Montford  
General Appropriations Bill.

HOUSE BILL 54 (1st C.S.)  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Wilson  
EFFECTIVE: 11-20-91  SENATE SPONSOR:  Montford  
Relating to the establishment and operation of a state lottery, providing penalties; making an appropriation.
HOUSE BILL 55 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91
Relating to the State Preservation Board; providing a penalty.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
SENATE SPONSOR: Haley

HOUSE BILL 64 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 11-20-91
Relating to the appropriation and allocation of bonded construction funds to the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation and the Texas Youth Commission and to special provisions governing appropriations made by the General Appropriations Act to those agencies and the Texas Department of Health.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Vowell
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks

HOUSE BILL 203 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-30-91
Making appropriations for and directing payment of certain miscellaneous claims and judgments out of funds designated herein; requiring approval of the claims in the manner specified in this Act before payment is made.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford

HOUSE BILL 333
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the deposit and use of certain funds received by the Texas State Board of Pharmacy.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Madla
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks

HOUSE BILL 398
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to the purchase of a retired firearm from the Department of Public Safety or the Alcoholic Beverage Commission by a commissioned employee.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff

HOUSE BILL 435
EFFECTIVE: 4-11-91
Relating to donations of public or private funds or other property or services to the adjutant general’s department and the state military forces.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Counts
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks

HOUSE BILL 484
EFFECTIVE: 4-11-91
Relating to the terms of the members of the board of directors of the Law Enforcement Management Institute.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Blackwood
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire

HOUSE BILL 640
EFFECTIVE: 6-6-91
Relating to the creation, powers, and duties of the Automobile Theft Prevention Authority.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Counts
SENATE SPONSOR: Lucio

HOUSE BILL 961
EFFECTIVE: 5-19-91
Relating to the Children’s Trust Fund of Texas Council.

HOUSE AUTHOR: Barton
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks
HOUSE BILL 1000  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Counts  
SENATE SPONSOR: Leedom  
RELATING TO THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF MEDALS, AWARDS, AND DECORATIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE STATE MILITARY FORCES.

HOUSE BILL 1029  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Granoff  
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos  

HOUSE BILL 1345  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Danburg  
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire  
RELATING TO THE MANNER IN WHICH RELATIONSHIPS BY CONSANGUINITY OR AFFINITY ARE DETERMINED.

HOUSE BILL 1436  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hilbert  
SENATE SPONSOR: Henderson  
RELATING TO THE MICROFILMING OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECORDS BY THE TEXAS STATE LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES COMMISSION.

HOUSE BILL 1519  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hightower  
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner  
RELATING TO THE CREATION AND OPERATION OF A COMMISSION TO COORDINATE THE CELEBRATION OF THE BICENTENNIAL OF THE BIRTH OF SAM HOUSTON.

HOUSE BILL 2009  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gibson  
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister  
RELATING TO STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR AGENCIES OF STATE GOVERNMENT.

HOUSE BILL 2057  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Mowery  
SENATE SPONSOR: Leedom  
RELATING TO THE PUBLICATION OF THE TEXAS REGISTER.

HOUSE BILL 2110  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd  
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford  
RELATING TO EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS.

HOUSE BILL 2111  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Rudd  
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford  
RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF THE FUND BALANCES OF CERTAIN OCCUPATIONAL REGULATORY AGENCIES.

HOUSE BILL 2336  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Bomier  
SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker  
RELATING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF PROGRAMS UNDER THE STATE OIL OVERCHARGE FUNDS ADMINISTRATION.
HOUSE BILL 2353
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to changing the name of the Texas Commission for the Deaf to the Texas Commission for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired.

HOUSE BILL 2556
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the listing of employment openings in state agencies with the Texas Employment Commission.

HOUSE BILL 2795
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to investment of certain public funds in certain money market mutual funds.

SENATE BILL 1
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to ethics of public servants, including the composition, powers, and duties of the Texas Ethics Commission; to registration, reporting, and restrictions concerning expenditures made to influence legislation or administrative action; to personal financial statements filed by public officers and employees; to the giving or acceptance of certain benefits; to restrictions and reporting concerning political contributions and expenditures; and providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 3 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to state and local government finances and the cost-effective delivery of governmental services, including the administration, management, use, payment, expenditure, transfer, receipt, and collection of certain state and local revenue, and the authority of certain state agencies to issue bonds and make certain expenditures.

SENATE BILL 38
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91
Relating to the establishment of the Medicaid analysis and cost control office.

SENATE BILL 41 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the governing board, duties, and executive director of the Texas Department of Commerce and to economic development, including the community development block grant program, certain industries, and the allocation of reservations for certain private activity bonds.

SENATE BILL 45 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the transfer of the State Property Tax Board’s remaining duties, functions, authorities, and assets to the Office of the Comptroller.

SENATE BILL 101
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the re-creation and operation of the Old San Antonio Road Preservation Commission.
SENATE BILL 103
EFFECTIVE: 2-28-91
Relating to the state allocation and reservation system for private activity bonds.

SENATE BILL 111
EFFECTIVE: 1-31-91
Relating to the complete review of state spending and budgetary procedures; providing for a reduction in certain appropriations and for the transfer of certain fund balances to the General Revenue Fund.

SENATE BILL 126
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to legislative oversight of certain employment and job-training programs conducted by state agencies.

SENATE BILL 310
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91
Relating to eligible investment securities to be pledged with the treasurer by a state depository.

SENATE BILL 573
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to awarding the Texas Desert Shield/Desert Storm Campaign Medal to certain members of the Texas National Guard.

SENATE BILL 603
EFFECTIVE: 5-22-91
Relating to the Texas Incentive and Productivity Commission.

SENATE BILL 615
EFFECTIVE: 5-23-91
Relating to the lease of a state child care facility site.

SENATE BILL 647
EFFECTIVE: 11-20-91
Relating to the investment authority of the Veterans' Land Board.

SENATE BILL 679
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the authorization of investments in certain development corporation securities and development bank securities by certain private and governmental investors and certain public retirement systems.

SENATE BILL 884
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the creation, powers, and duties of the State Office of Administrative Hearings, and to the requirements for certain administrative hearings.
SENATE BILL 984
SENATE AUTHOR: Armbrister
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Berlanga
Relating to the transfer of certain duties, functions, responsibilities, and authorities from the State Property Tax Board to the comptroller of public accounts.

SENATE BILL 1004
SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Rudd
Relating to duties of the state auditor and to property and financial audits and reports of the state and certain units of local government.

SENATE BILL 1033
SENATE AUTHOR: Bivins
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Laney
Relating to the investment of certain state funds in crude oil futures contracts.

SENATE BILL 1070
SENATE AUTHOR: Dickson
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Smith, A.
Relating to the Texas Department of Commerce; transferring certain powers, duties, and obligations of the department relating to certain bonds to the bond review board.

SENATE BILL 1095
SENATE AUTHOR: Lucio
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Williamson
Relating to the enactment of new laws and the repeal or amendment of existing laws for the effective and efficient operation of the uniform statewide accounting system.

SENATE BILL 1108
SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Oliveira
Relating to the authority of the comptroller to contract for information about property that may be recoverable by the state; making an appropriation.

SENATE BILL 1337
SENATE AUTHOR: Moncrief
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Naishtat
Relating to the authority of state agencies to purchase service and achievement awards for volunteers.

SENATE BILL 1358
SENATE AUTHOR: Ratliff
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Williamson
Relating to petty cash accounts for certain governmental units.

SENATE BILL 1359
SENATE AUTHOR: Ratliff
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Russell
Relating to the creation of the Tri-State Corridor Commission.

SENATE BILL 1360
SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Robnett
Relating to the use of bond proceeds received by an issuer.
SENATE BILL 1418
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the state military forces, including membership, finances, and training.

SENATE BILL 1566
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to purposes for which money in the Texas home port trust fund may be used.

GOVERNMENT — SUNSET LEGISLATION

HOUSE BILL 39 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the continuation, functions, and change of the name of the State Purchasing and General Services Commission and state acquisition of property and services; providing penalties; making an appropriation.

HOUSE BILL 222 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the review of certain state agencies, other governmental entities, and statutes under the Texas Sunset Act.

HOUSE BILL 524
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Motor Vehicle Commission.

HOUSE BILL 749
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Turnpike Authority.

HOUSE BILL 853
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Structural Pest Control Board.

HOUSE BILL 1186
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the continuation and operation of the State Bar of Texas and to the state bar’s and the state supreme court’s functions concerning the regulation of attorneys.

SENATE BILL 75
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the continuation, composition, and functions of the Texas State Board of Public Accountancy and the regulation of a person who practices public accountancy; creating a scholarship program for certain accounting students to be administered by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board; providing a penalty.
SENATE BILL 284  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Barrientos  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Granoff  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Funeral Service Commission.

SENATE BILL 323  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Finnells  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the State Pension Review Board.

SENATE BILL 352  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Barrientos  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Cain  
Relating to the continuation, functions, and programs of the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation.

SENATE BILL 359  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Gibson  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Board of Law Examiners and to the functions of the board and the state supreme court concerning the licensing of attorneys.

SENATE BILL 378  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Edwards  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Cosmetology Commission; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 379  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Schechter  
Relating to abolition of the Texas Health and Human Services Coordinating Council and the transfer of certain of the council’s functions to the governor’s office, the Texas Department of Health, the Texas Department of Community Affairs, the Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, the Texas Juvenile Probation Commission, the Department of Information Resources, the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, the Texas Department of Commerce, the Texas Department of Human Services, and certain other state agencies.

SENATE BILL 380  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Black  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Commission on Jail Standards.

SENATE BILL 381  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Schechter  
Relating to the abolition of the council on disabilities and to the transfer of its functions to and the operation of the Governor’s Committee on People with Disabilities.

SENATE BILL 382  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Cain  
Relating to the continuation and functions of the State Aircraft Pooling Board.
SENATE BILL 383  SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Pierce  
Relating to consolidating the functions of the Commission on Fire Protection Personnel Standards and Education and the Fire Department Emergency Board, together with certain new powers and duties, into a newly created Texas Commission on Fire Protection; transferring certain duties related to fire protection, including oversight of the state fire marshal, from the State Board of Insurance to the Texas Commission on Fire Protection; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 401  SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Robnett  
Relating to the continuation of the office of fire fighters’ pension commissioner and the powers and duties of that officer and the state board of trustees of the statewide retirement system for volunteer fire fighters.

SENATE BILL 429  SENATE AUTHOR: Green  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Gibson  
Relating to the continuation and composition of the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners and the board’s functions regarding architects, landscape architects, and interior designers; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 430  SENATE AUTHOR: Green  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Black  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the State Board of Barber Examiners and the regulation of the practice of barbering; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 432  SENATE AUTHOR: Green  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Smith, A.  
Relating to the continuation, composition, and functions of the Texas Real Estate Commission; providing workers’ compensation coverage for certain real estate brokers and salesmen; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 543  SENATE AUTHOR: Henderson  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Von Dohlen  
Relating to the continuation, functions, and operations of the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission, including the advancement of superconductivity research through engineering and science recruiting and to the bonding authority of the commission, of finance corporations established by the commission, and of other state agencies.

SENATE BILL 544  SENATE AUTHOR: Henderson  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Gibson  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Board of Irrigators; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 545  SENATE AUTHOR: Henderson  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR: Gibson  
Relating to the continuation and operation of the Texas Board of Professional Land Surveying; providing penalties.
SENATE BILL 546
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the provision of housing in Texas and to the abolition of the Texas Housing Agency and the Texas Department of Community Affairs and to the transfer of their functions to and the creation and functions of the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs.

SENATE BILL 1204
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain agencies subject to the Texas Sunset Act.

HEALTH

HOUSE BILL 211 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-30-91
Relating to the transfer of funds by certain state teaching hospitals and hospital districts and to the use of those funds for the Medicaid disproportionate share program.

HOUSE BILL 271
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to anatomical gifts.

HOUSE BILL 531
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the location and storage capacity of certain aboveground tanks and to the deregulation of storage of gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation fuel, and kerosene at certain aircraft fueling facilities.

HOUSE BILL 662
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to reporting requirements to receive funding from the Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

HOUSE BILL 846
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to certain contracts in border municipalities or counties.

HOUSE BILL 954
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to certain obsolete provisions addressing health and safety standards in some eleemosynary institutions; repealing Section 13.001, Health and Safety Code; and declaring an emergency.

HOUSE BILL 1558
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to safety lines at public swimming pools.
HOUSE BILL 1621
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to tests for lead poisoning conducted by the Texas Department of Health.

HOUSE BILL 1682
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to training programs for persons employed in the food service industry.

HOUSE BILL 1976
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to cooperation among certain state agencies to correct deficiencies in personal care facilities.

HOUSE BILL 1984
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to reports of deaths of residents of nursing homes and related institutions.

HOUSE BILL 2004
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the licensing of certain hospitals.

HOUSE BILL 2224
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to procedures for the enforcement of the Texas Renderers' Licensing Act; providing for administrative penalties; amending Chapter 144, Health and Safety Code; and declaring an emergency.

HOUSE BILL 2327
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to procedures for the enforcement of the Texas Meat and Poultry Inspection Act; providing for administrative penalties; amending Chapter 433, Health and Safety Code; and declaring an emergency.

HOUSE BILL 2411
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to county enforcement in unincorporated areas of public health laws.

SENATE BILL 82 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 7-30-91
Relating to the levy of an assessment against certain hospitals and hospital districts and to the use of those funds; making an appropriation.

SENATE BILL 187
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the treatment of confiscated animals.
SENATE BILL 276
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to notice of violations of certain municipal sanitation regulations.

SENATE BILL 307
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the commissioner of health.

SENATE BILL 470
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to a prohibition of cigarette or other tobacco product advertising within 500 feet of a school or church.

SENATE BILL 493
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain regulatory functions under the Texas Radiation Control Act.

SENATE BILL 508
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the authority of the Texas Department of Health to regulate the disinterment of dead bodies.

SENATE BILL 642
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to indexing of birth and death records maintained by the Texas Department of Health and to the provision of death information to county clerks and the Texas Veterans Commission.

SENATE BILL 693
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the procurement of professional services by the Texas Department of Health.

SENATE BILL 823
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the determination of death by a registered nurse in accordance with written policies of a licensed health care facility, institution, or entity.

SENATE BILL 1129
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the provision of emergency medical services; providing a criminal penalty.

SENATE BILL 1341
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of persons engaged in removing asbestos from public buildings or disturbing, encapsulating, or enclosing that asbestos; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 1460
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the membership of the Texas Diabetes Council.
SENATE BILL 1531
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF FUNDS BY CERTAIN STATE TEACHING HOSPITALS AND HOSPITAL DISTRICTS AND THE USE OF THOSE FUNDS FOR THE MEDICAID DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE PROGRAM; MAKING AN APPROPRIATION.

HUMAN SERVICES/MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION

HOUSE BILL 7 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, INCLUDING THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSION, TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, OTHER STATE AGENCIES AND PROVIDERS, AND INCLUDING THE ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS; CREATING OFFENSES AND PROVIDING PENALTIES; AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS.

HOUSE BILL 877
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO THE PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW BEDS IN THE ICF-MR PROGRAM.

HOUSE BILL 1083
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO LIABILITY COVERAGE FOR CHILD-CARE PROGRAMS.

HOUSE BILL 1367
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO REQUIRING THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES TO PROVIDE PERMANENT MOLAR SEALANTS TO CERTAIN CHILDREN RECEIVING MEDICAID ASSISTANCE.

HOUSE BILL 1412
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY LICENSING OF CERTAIN PHYSICIANS EMPLOYED BY THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION.

HOUSE BILL 1486
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO ACCESS TO CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEES, APPLICANTS AND VOLUNTEERS WHO WOULD BE PLACED IN DIRECT CONTACT WITH PERSONS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS OR PERSONS WITH MENTAL RETARDATION.

HOUSE BILL 1858
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE TEXAS BOARD OF HEALTH TO OBTAIN REBATES FROM PRODUCERS OR MARKETERS OF FOOD FOR THE WIC PROGRAM.

HOUSE BILL 1873
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDED CHILD-CARE PROGRAMS.
HOUSE BILL 2252  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Rudd
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR:  Brown
Relating to the development of standards for interviewers and investigators in child abuse investigations.

HOUSE BILL 2271  HOUSE AUTHOR:  Naishtat
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR:  Barrientos
Relating to emergency protective services for certain incompetent elderly or disabled persons.

SENATE BILL 33  SENATE AUTHOR:  Green
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Thompson, S.
Relating to commitment procedures and services for persons who are mentally ill or chemically dependent; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 112  SENATE AUTHOR:  Moncrief
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Junell
Relating to community centers and to the provision of community mental health and mental retardation services.

SENATE BILL 377  SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Schechter
Relating to abolishing the long-term care coordinating council for the elderly and transferring its powers to the Texas Department on Aging.

SENATE BILL 481  SENATE AUTHOR:  Barrientos
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Glossbrenner
Relating to informing parents in a parent involvement and education program about other assistance programs available to the parent.

SENATE BILL 610  SENATE AUTHOR:  Johnson, E. B.
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Linebarger

SENATE BILL 978  SENATE AUTHOR:  Sims
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Junell
Relating to bonds or notes issued by a community center.

SENATE BILL 1249  SENATE AUTHOR:  Carriker
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Vowell
Relating to services for the aged and disabled.

SENATE BILL 1612  SENATE AUTHOR:  Parker
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91  HOUSE SPONSOR:  Stiles
Relating to appointment, service, and duties of masters in proceedings for court-ordered mental health services.
INSURANCE

HOUSE BILL 2
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Cavazos
SENATE SPONSOR: Parker
Relating to the regulation of the insurance industry, the punishment for certain criminal offenses relating to the business of insurance, maintaining motor vehicle financial responsibility, and creating certain offenses.

HOUSE BILL 62 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
HOUSE AUTHOR: Counts
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, O. H.
Relating to insurance, including the regulation of insurance, the powers and duties of the Texas Department of Insurance, motor vehicle financial responsibility, and benefits for state employees; making an appropriation.

HOUSE BILL 175
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Wentworth
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to reductions in insurance premium rates for certain vehicles protected by antitheft security devices.

HOUSE BILL 384
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Collazo
SENATE SPONSOR: Parker
Relating to items eligible for homeowners insurance premium reductions.

HOUSE BILL 486
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Stiles
SENATE SPONSOR: Parker
Relating to coverage of pharmaceutical services under certain health insurance policies.

HOUSE BILL 595
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Cuellar, H.
SENATE SPONSOR: Zaffirini
Relating to the impoundment of certain motor vehicles on failure to furnish evidence of financial responsibility after an accident.

HOUSE BILL 616
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Wentworth
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.
Relating to excluding savings and loans and credit unions from life insurance agent licensing requirements.

HOUSE BILL 617
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Wentworth
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.
Relating to the authority of certain licensed insurance agents to assign commissions from credit life insurance and credit accident and health insurance to a state or federal credit union under certain circumstances.

HOUSE BILL 622
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Cavazos
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos
Relating to proof of insurance for certain lenders.
HOUSE BILL 683  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Soileau  
SENEGATE SPONSOR: Haley  
Relating to eligibility of dependents for coverage under the Texas Employees Uniform Group Insurance Benefits Act.

HOUSE BILL 952  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Goolsby  
SENEGATE SPONSOR: Leedom  
Relating to the use of probation in disciplinary actions regarding certain insurance agents.

HOUSE BILL 1246  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Counts  
SENEGATE SPONSOR: Green  
Relating to accelerated payment of certain benefits under group term life insurance policies.

HOUSE BILL 1583  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Shea  
SENEGATE SPONSOR: Dickson  
Relating to certain information filed with the State Board of Insurance and the computation of an automobile experience modifier based on that information.

HOUSE BILL 1894  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Kubiak  
SENEGATE SPONSOR: Carriker  
Relating to mandatory liability insurance for certain antique vehicles.

SENATE BILL 4  
SENATE AUTHOR: Montford  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cavazos  
Relating to the prosecution of and punishment for certain criminal offenses.

SENATE BILL 262  
SENATE AUTHOR: Dickson  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Black  
Relating to the distribution of certain motor vehicle insurance premiums to members of the United States Armed Forces on active duty in a combat theater of operations.

SENATE BILL 324  
SENATE AUTHOR: Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels  
Relating to the assessment of certain fees by local recording agents.

SENATE BILL 595  
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Stiles  
Relating to the change of domicile of insurance companies and health maintenance organizations.

SENATE BILL 661  
SENATE AUTHOR: Turner  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Rudd  
Relating to the coverage of certain dependent children under accident and sickness insurance policies.
SENATE BILL 691
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to insurance coverage required to be provided by motor carriers for employees so as to enable motor carriers to provide accidental insurance coverage as an alternative to workers’ compensation insurance.

SENATE BILL 695
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the sale of medicare supplement insurance policies by certain insurance agents and to education and information requirements concerning those policies; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 967
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to requirements that certain actions involving an insurance corporation and a resident of this state be brought in the courts of this state.

SENATE BILL 1245
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to rate regulation of medical professional liability insurance.

SENATE BILL 1246
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to state indemnification of and liability insurance premiums for certain health care claims.

SENATE BILL 1247
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to State Board of Insurance authority to regulate certain health care liability self-insurance trusts.

SENATE BILL 1261
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the exemption of life, health, and accident insurance benefits from seizure under process.

SENATE BILL 1456
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the renewal by the State Board of Insurance of a license, certificate, or other authorization to perform an activity regulated under the insurance laws of this state that is held by certain persons on active duty in the United States Armed Forces.

LABOR

HOUSE BILL 546
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain employer security requirements to ensure payment of wages; providing a criminal penalty.
HOUSE BILL 550  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the exclusion from coverage under the Texas Unemployment Compensation Act of delivery or cartage services performed by certain individuals within a commercial zone.

HOUSE BILL 650  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the definition of “benefit year” under the Texas Unemployment Compensation Act.

HOUSE BILL 670  
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91  
Relating to certain reciprocal arrangements for the collection of overpayments of unemployment benefits.

HOUSE BILL 784  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the eligibility of certain product demonstrators for unemployment compensation benefits.

HOUSE BILL 813  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the use of certain determinations made by the Texas Employment Commission in other actions or proceedings.

HOUSE BILL 894  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to eligibility for unemployment compensation benefits after leaving certain employment voluntarily.

HOUSE BILL 1204  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to an exemption from disqualification for unemployment compensation benefits and an employer’s liability for those benefits for certain individuals.

HOUSE BILL 1392  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the definition of “base period” under the Texas Unemployment Compensation Act.

HOUSE BILL 2338  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the payment of wages.

HOUSE BILL 2667  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the coverage of a traveling or city salesman under the Texas Unemployment Compensation Act.
SENATE BILL 59  
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91  
Relating to the authority of the Texas Employment Commission to accept certain donations.

SENATE BILL 107  
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91  
Relating to reporting to the legislature certain audit results concerning job-training programs.

SENATE BILL 116  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to criminal penalties imposed for certain violations of the Texas Unemployment Compensation Act.

SENATE BILL 127  
EFFECTIVE: 4-19-91  
Relating to the submission to the legislature of certain reports concerning job-training plans developed for local service delivery areas under the Texas Job-Training Partnership Act.

SENATE BILL 366  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the payment of wages.

SENATE BILL 428  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the eligibility of professional athletes who are employed by a franchise of the National Football League, National Basketball Association, American League of Professional Baseball Clubs or the National League of Professional Baseball Clubs for the receipt of workers' compensation benefits.

SENATE BILL 1511  
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91  
Relating to the eligibility of certain aliens to receive unemployment compensation benefits.

SENATE BILL 1520  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the regulation of an employer of certain temporary common workers; providing penalties.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

HOUSE BILL 22 (1st C.S.)  
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91  
Relating to the declaration of an LP gas emergency temporarily suspending certain transportation requirements.
HOUSE BILL 69  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the matching fund requirement for grants from the municipal solid waste management planning fund.

HOUSE BILL 426  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to notification concerning certain permits issued by the Texas Department of Health, the Texas Water Commission, and the Texas Air Control Board.

HOUSE BILL 529  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the cancellation for nonuse of water rights permits, certified filings, and certificates of adjudication.

HOUSE BILL 772  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the amount of interest on certain payments of oil or gas proceeds.

HOUSE BILL 847  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to a waste tire recycling program; imposing administrative and civil penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1022  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the state’s public policy regarding solid waste.

HOUSE BILL 1135  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the transfer of administration of beach cleaning funds from the Parks and Wildlife Department to the General Land Office.

HOUSE BILL 1192  
EFFECTIVE: 6-6-91  
Relating to notification of amendments to water quality standards for the water in the state.

HOUSE BILL 1214  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the petroleum storage tank remediation fund.

HOUSE BILL 1421  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the definition of hazardous waste for the purpose of fees imposed under the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
HOUSE BILL 1444
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the treatment, storage, or disposal in this state of hazardous waste generated in a foreign country.

HOUSE BILL 1496
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the criminal penalties provided for illegal dumping from a motor vehicle in violation of a law or ordinance.

HOUSE BILL 1581
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the inclusion of a household hazardous waste collection program in a local or regional solid waste management plan.

HOUSE BILL 1757
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the powers, procedures, and financing of the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority.

HOUSE BILL 1762
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to state liability for indemnification of certain persons signing an industrial solid or hazardous waste manifest or similar record.

HOUSE BILL 1763
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the acceptance of certain scrap metals by recycling businesses, to the disposal of industrial solid waste from the shredding of motor vehicles and scrap metals, and to the assessment of capacity for commercial solid waste disposal; providing a criminal penalty.

HOUSE BILL 1986
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the imposition of fees on industrial solid waste and hazardous waste generators, permit applicants, and operators of hazardous waste management facilities and on the sale of certain batteries.

HOUSE BILL 2103
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91
Relating to authorizing the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas to negotiate with the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New Mexico to determine an appropriate share of local support matching funds to be paid by the state for the study, development, and construction of flood control and sediment control dams and for the rehabilitation of the Rio Grande floodway above the Elephant Butte Reservoir.
HOUSE BILL 2503
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the increase in civil penalties for violation of pipeline safety standards.

HOUSE BILL 2505
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the regulation of the liquefied petroleum gas industry.

HOUSE BILL 2665
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to filing of lawsuits by and against the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority and the selection of and submittal of a license application for a disposal site by the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority and the review of the application by the Texas Department of Health.

HOUSE BILL 2680
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to contracts awarded by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice to test, transport, store, treat, or dispose of hazardous waste.

SENATE BILL 2 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the oversight and regulation of the state’s environmental resources, natural resources, and energy resources; providing for the issuance of bonds by mitigation project participants; creating offenses and providing civil and criminal penalties.

SENATE BILL 14
EFFECTIVE: 3-28-91
Relating to the prevention of, and the damage, cleanup, costs, and liability for, oil spills in coastal waters of the state; providing for adequate response to spills of oil and other pollutants in coastal waters; levying a coastal protection fee; creating the coastal protection fund; amending licensing requirements for pilots in state waters; making appropriations; and providing civil and criminal penalties.

SENATE BILL 19 (2nd C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 8-29-91
Relating to the regulation of artesian wells and of the use of water from artesian wells.

SENATE BILL 449
EFFECTIVE: 4-23-91
Relating to amendment of the state water plan.

SENATE BILL 553
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to contracts and compacts for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste and the acceptance of that waste from other states.
SENATE BILL 653  
EFFECTIVE: 5-1-91
Relating to the continuation of Article III, Section 49-d-4, of the Texas Constitution and the water bond insurance program authorized by that section.

SENATE BILL 818  
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to water quality and the establishment of water quality standards and the assessment and management of water quality and establishing the plumbing loan fund.

SENATE BILL 830  
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to hazardous waste reduction.

SENATE BILL 980  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to estimated reclamation bond amounts for surface mining permits.

SENATE BILL 981  
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
Relating to mitigation of adverse environmental impacts from the construction or maintenance of state highways.

SENATE BILL 1053  
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the prevention and remediation of coastal erosion, the protection of coastal resources, the protection and enhancement of the public’s common law rights of access to and use of public beaches, and the preservation of sand dunes for storm protection and conservation purposes; providing for civil penalties.

SENATE BILL 1054  
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to the protection and enhancement of state-owned coastal wetlands.

SENATE BILL 1059  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to certain financial assistance programs of the Texas Water Development Board.

SENATE BILL 1099  
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to permits for certain facilities regulated by the Texas Air Control Board, the Texas Water Commission, or the Texas Department of Health, to pollution prevention, and to the disposal of certain solid waste; providing a penalty.
SENATE BILL 1103
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
HOUSE SPONSOR: Earley
Relating to the prevention of pollution from oil and gas exploration, development, and production activities, including the creation of an oil-field cleanup fund and the imposition of certain fees; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 1106
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
HOUSE SPONSOR: Earley
Relating to the leasing, development and management of minerals owned by the state.

SENATE BILL 1189
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
HOUSE SPONSOR: Oliveira
Relating to the provision and local regulation of water supply and sewer services in economically distressed areas.

SENATE BILL 1193
EFFECTIVE: 11-20-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
HOUSE SPONSOR: Oliveira
Relating to the dedication of certain Texas Water Development Bonds.

SENATE BILL 1306
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Ratliff
HOUSE SPONSOR: Russell
Relating to responsibility for the preparation of a regional solid waste management plan in certain regions.

SENATE BILL 1340
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Saunders
Relating to recycling programs and incentives; creating offenses and providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 1543
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Parker
HOUSE SPONSOR: Stiles
Relating to flood prevention and control; making appropriations.

SENATE BILL 1605
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
HOUSE SPONSOR: Craddick
Relating to the definition, content, and effect of a division order.

PARKS AND WILDLIFE

HOUSE BILL 195
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Soileau
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos
Relating to the size of a “diver down” flag.

HOUSE BILL 1207
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks
Relating to the requirement for a conservation permit to use land under the control of the Parks and Wildlife Department; providing a penalty.
HOUSE BILL 1425
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the identification of crab traps.

HOUSE BILL 1448
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the regulation of the harvesting of and to research programs concerning oysters and shrimp.

HOUSE BILL 1578
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the commission of special game wardens by the director of the Parks and Wildlife Department.

HOUSE BILL 1668
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of alligator hunters or buyers.

HOUSE BILL 1741
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to residency requirements for certain licenses issued by the Parks and Wildlife Commission.

HOUSE BILL 1743
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the authority of certain employees of the Parks and Wildlife Department to administer oaths.

HOUSE BILL 1769
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a hunting lease license required for property leased for hunting purposes.

HOUSE BILL 1770
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to volunteer services for the benefit of the Parks and Wildlife Department.

HOUSE BILL 1771
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the issuance of permits to take, possess, and hold wildlife for propagation, zoological, rehabilitation, or scientific purposes and to the species of certain animals and birds covered by permits.

HOUSE BILL 1772
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the hunting of pen-reared birds on a private bird hunting area.
HOUSE BILL 1773                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Oakley
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
        Relating to the requirement that a hunting license or tag contain certain information.

HOUSE BILL 1774                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Oakley
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
        Relating to the form and issuance of certain fishing licenses.

HOUSE BILL 1809                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Alexander
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
        Relating to the establishment of fees by the Parks and Wildlife Commission to review permit
applications and to the collection of revenue by the Parks and Wildlife Department.

HOUSE BILL 1966                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Brown
        Relating to the confiscation and disposition of certain vessels used to commit certain fishing
offenses.

HOUSE BILL 2195                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Jackson
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Brown
        Relating to the seizure and disposition of illegal fishing devices.

HOUSE BILL 2494                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Tallas
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
        Relating to commercial fishing and the wholesale and retail fish businesses.

SENATE BILL 744                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Saunders
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
        Relating to a nonresidency licensing requirement for hunting turkeys during the spring turkey
hunting season.

SENATE BILL 746                               HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
        Relating to the authority of the Parks and Wildlife Department to search for and inspect
wildlife resources.

SENATE BILL 1062                              HOUSE AUTHOR: Junell
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
        Relating to a stamp requirement to hunt turkeys; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 1217                              HOUSE AUTHOR: Armbrister
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Saunders
        Relating to the control of exotic animals as depredating animals.

SENATE BILL 1220                              HOUSE AUTHOR: Armbrister
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91                              SENATE SPONSOR: Saunders
        Relating to the recovery of oyster shell from and replacement of oyster shell in the coastal
waters of the state.
SENATE BILL 1424
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the sale or exchange of land between the Parks and Wildlife Department and municipalities.

SENATE BILL 1550
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to required meetings of the Operation Game Thief Committee.

PROPERTY INTERESTS

HOUSE BILL 169
EFFECTIVE: 4-1-91
Relating to an action on a deficiency on a debt secured by real property following a foreclosure sale of the property.

HOUSE BILL 264
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to citation of real property records by county clerk file number.

HOUSE BILL 553
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the payment of costs incurred by a sheriff or constable for the storage, security, or management of certain property.

HOUSE BILL 2625
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the perfection of a security interest in a motor vehicle.

HOUSE BILL 2758
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to payment of judgments not claimed by the prevailing party.

HOUSE BILL 2825
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to an action on a debt secured by real property sold at a judicial or nonjudicial foreclosure sale.

SENATE BILL 80
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the extension, renewal, creation, or modification of or addition to restrictive covenants applicable to certain residential subdivisions.

SENATE BILL 85
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the fees paid to commissioners and surveyors partitioning real property and to costs of court in partition actions.
SENATE BILL 277
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO NOTICES REQUIRED TO BE GIVEN TO CERTAIN OWNERS OF REAL PROPERTY.

SENATE BILL 422
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF ABANDONED OR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY IN THE POSSESSION OF A MUNICIPAL OR COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY.

SENATE BILL 645
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN UNCLAIMED PROPERTY AND TO CERTAIN PENALTIES.

SENATE BILL 648
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO PURCHASE PRICES AND LOAN AMOUNTS ON REAL PROPERTY PURCHASED UNDER THE VETERANS LAND PROGRAM OR THE VETERANS’ HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

SENATE BILL 654
EFFECTIVE: 5-24-91
RELATING TO PERSONAL PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM SEIZURE.

SENATE BILL 750
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
RELATING TO NOTICE OF A LIEN ON AIRCRAFT FOR REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE.

SENATE BILL 997
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO NOTICE TO A PURCHASER OF REAL PROPERTY IN A WATER DISTRICT.

SENATE BILL 1042
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
RELATING TO THE RIGHT OF REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY SOLD FOR TAXES.

SENATE BILL 1161
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF A VETERAN FOR PURPOSES OF THE VETERANS’ HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

SENATE BILL 1280
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
RELATING TO TERMINATION OF EXECUTORY CONTRACTS FOR THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY.

SENATE BILL 1426
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
RELATING TO THE EFFECT OF FORECLOSURE OF A TAX LIEN ON EXISTING RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS AND EASEMENTS.
PROPERTY TAXATION

HOUSE BILL 30
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to exempting from ad valorem taxation certain property of organizations of members or veterans of the armed forces.

HOUSE BILL 201
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to hearings conducted by appraisal review boards on taxpayer protests.

HOUSE BILL 507
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to certain property omitted from an ad valorem tax appraisal roll and to the correction of certain ad valorem tax appraisal rolls.

HOUSE BILL 864
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the composition of the board of directors in certain appraisal districts and to the appointment of a taxpayer liaison officer in certain appraisal districts.

HOUSE BILL 1298
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to the appraisal of certain property for ad valorem taxation.

HOUSE BILL 1629
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to an exemption from penalties and interest on property taxes for military personnel in the Persian Gulf.

HOUSE BILL 1859
EFFECTIVE: 6-13-91
Relating to appraisal of property exempt from taxation under Article VIII, Section 1-j, of the Texas Constitution.

HOUSE BILL 2046
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the taxation of semitrailers.

HOUSE BILL 2197
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to tax masters in property tax suits.

SENATE BILL 293
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to the date on which a taxing unit is required to adopt a tax rate for the current year.
SENATE BILL 325
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to certain nonprofit corporations that supply water or provide wastewater services.

SENATE BILL 514
EFFECTIVE: 6-10-91
Relating to changes in a property tax appraisal roll.

SENATE BILL 670
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92
Relating to exemptions from ad valorem taxations for television stations that produce or broadcast public interest programming.

SENATE BILL 772
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the appraisal and assessment of property for property taxes and to property that is omitted from a property tax appraisal roll, valuation notification, and appraisal district and appraisal review board hearings; to property tax liens, interest, and exemptions; and regarding tax appeal attorney’s fees.

SENATE BILL 773
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation of certain persons who represent or advise others in property tax matters; providing a criminal penalty.

SENATE BILL 783
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to binding arbitration and court appeal in property tax appraisal disputes.

SENATE BILL 1041
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the correction of the ad valorem tax roll.

PUBLIC LANDS

HOUSE BILL 478
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to the removal of certain unauthorized or imminently dangerous structures from state land.

HOUSE BILL 820
EFFECTIVE: 4-16-91
Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Travis County by the State Purchasing and General Services Commission.
HOUSE BILL 873
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91
Relating to the conveyance of a one-acre tract of land in Lee County, Texas, formerly used as a lookout tower site by the Texas Forest Service.

HOUSE BILL 1477
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to Central Texas University.

HOUSE BILL 1485
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to authorization for the board of regents of The Texas A&M University System to grant a lease of surface area of the original main campus of Texas A&M University to the Texas A&M University Development Foundation.

HOUSE BILL 1719
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property in Travis County by the State Purchasing and General Services Commission; making an appropriation.

HOUSE BILL 2214
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the lease by the Parks and Wildlife Department of grazing or farming rights on game preserves, sanctuaries, or management areas.

SENATE BILL 100
EFFECTIVE: 5-15-91
Relating to the types of plants and trees to be displayed in the Capitol or on its grounds or used in landscaping work on the Capitol grounds.

SENATE BILL 180
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the Texas peace officers' memorial and to memorial ceremonies within the Capitol Complex.

SENATE BILL 219
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the conveyance of certain state-owned real property by the Texas Employment Commission.

SENATE BILL 700
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the sale, exchange, grant, or other conveyance of state-owned land.

SENATE BILL 1117
EFFECTIVE: 5-1-91
Relating to the State Preservation Board.
PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

HOUSE BILL 158 (1st C.S.)  HOUSE AUTHOR: Robnett
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Brooks
Relating to the administration and financing of, benefits payable by, and credit under programs administered by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.

HOUSE BILL 538  HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Turner
Relating to participation in, benefits from, and contributions to the Texas Municipal Retirement System.

HOUSE BILL 721  HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to retiree participation in elections of elected board of trustee members of the Employees Retirement System of Texas.

HOUSE BILL 729  HOUSE AUTHOR: Hightower
EFFECTIVE: 5-8-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Turner
Relating to the availability of certain personnel records of employees of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

HOUSE BILL 907  HOUSE AUTHOR: Grusendorf
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-92  SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos
Relating to credit in the Teacher Retirement System of Texas for accumulated sick leave.

HOUSE BILL 1061  HOUSE AUTHOR: Junell
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister
Relating to payroll deductions for certain qualified retirement plans.

HOUSE BILL 1400  HOUSE AUTHOR: Lewis, R.
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire
Relating to off-duty employment activities of officers of the Department of Public Safety.

HOUSE BILL 1630  HOUSE AUTHOR: Kuempel
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos
Relating to the creation and administration of a tax-exempt money market mutual fund for current and retired state employees, statewide elected public officers, and members of the legislature.

HOUSE BILL 1927  HOUSE AUTHOR: Haggerty
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Rosson
Relating to the fire fighters' and police officers' pension fund in certain municipalities.

HOUSE BILL 1985  HOUSE AUTHOR: Telford
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson
Relating to participation and credit in the Texas County and District Retirement System.
HOUSE BILL 2181
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to promotional examination grades of civil service police officers and fire fighters.

HOUSE BILL 2259
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to child care services for state employees.

HOUSE BILL 2482
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to contributions for certain members of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.

SENATE BILL 134
EFFECTIVE: 6-11-91
Relating to the observance of certain state holidays.

SENATE BILL 191
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to custodians of public retirement system funds.

SENATE BILL 240
EFFECTIVE: 6-5-91
Relating to state employee training.

SENATE BILL 406
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to legislative leave for peace officers and fire fighters.

SENATE BILL 438
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to membership in and benefits and administration of the statewide retirement system exclusively for volunteer fire fighters.

SENATE BILL 506
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the participation of certain retirement systems in the proportionate retirement program.

SENATE BILL 529
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to reimbursement of contributions to the group insurance program for retired public school employees; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 559
EFFECTIVE: 5-3-91
Relating to membership in and benefits and administration of retirement systems for municipal employees in certain cities.
SENATE BILL 604
SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Robnett
Relating to participation and credit in, and administration of, retirement systems for paid, partially paid, or volunteer fire fighters.

SENATE BILL 737
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Naishat
Relating to the establishment of, participation and credit in, and benefits and administration of a retirement system for employees of certain municipalities; creating an offense and providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 738
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Linebarger
Relating to the establishment of, participation and credit in, and benefits and administration of a retirement system for police officers in certain municipalities.

SENATE BILL 793
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda
EFFECTIVE: 10-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Pierce
Relating to the administration of and benefits payable by certain retirement systems for fire fighters and police officers.

SENATE BILL 798
SENATE AUTHOR: Carriker
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Robnett
Relating to the authority of certain political entities to establish, finance, and administer a public retirement system.

SENATE BILL 816
SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Greenberg
Relating to membership in and benefits and administration of fire fighters' retirement systems in certain municipalities.

SENATE BILL 878
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Eckels
Relating to the coverage of and administration of public retirement systems for fire fighters in certain municipalities.

SENATE BILL 993
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Barton
Relating to contributions of and benefits for certain members of municipal retirement systems for fire fighters.

SENATE BILL 994
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
HOUSE SPONSOR: Martinez
Relating to benefits from retirement systems for fire fighters in certain municipalities.
SENATE BILL 1331
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to membership and credit in, and benefits and administration of, programs administered by the Employees Retirement System of Texas for officers, employees, and annuitants of the state.

SENATE BILL 1459
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to participation and credit in, contributions to, and benefits and administration of the Texas County and District Retirement System.

STATE TAXES AND TAX ADMINISTRATION

HOUSE BILL 11 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to raising revenue for the operation of state and local government; to the imposition, application, rates, collection, and administration of various fees and taxes and to the allocation of revenue from fees and taxes; to liability for the costs of certain state and local services; providing penalties; making appropriations.

HOUSE BILL 651
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the imposition, collection, and enforcement of local hotel occupancy taxes.

HOUSE BILL 1458
EFFECTIVE: 10-1-91
Relating to the taxation of consumable materials used in the repair of a motor vehicle.

HOUSE BILL 1814
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the administration of certain state and local taxes.

HOUSE BILL 2595
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the imposition, rate, administration, and collection of taxes on certain drug dealers.

SENATE BILL 689
EFFECTIVE: 6-7-91
Relating to the administration, collection, and enforcement of the taxes on cigarettes and other tobacco products; making an appropriation; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 788
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91
Relating to the effective tax rate in certain municipalities that impose a mass transit sales and use tax.
SENATE BILL 876
EFFECTIVE: 5-29-91
Relating to the eligibility of certain municipalities to adopt an additional sales and use tax to reduce property taxes.

SENATE BILL 1105
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to a reduced oil production tax rate for oil from certain enhanced recovery projects.

STATUTORY REVISION

HOUSE BILL 169 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 11-12-91
Relating to nonsubstantive additions to and corrections in enacted codes, including the nonsubstantive codification of various laws omitted from enacted codes, and to conforming codifications enacted by the 72nd Legislature, Regular Session, to other Acts of that legislature.

HOUSE BILL 902
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to adoption of a nonsubstantive revision of the statutes relating to mental health and mental retardation, including conforming amendments.

SENATE BILL 232
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to nonsubstantive additions to and corrections in enacted codes, including the nonsubstantive codification of various laws omitted from enacted codes, and to conforming codifications enacted by the 71st Legislature to other Acts of that legislature.

SENATE BILL 404
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to conforming the Health and Safety Code to certain Acts of the 71st Legislature, to nonsubstantively codifying in that code certain related health and safety laws, to making corrective changes in that code, and to making conforming changes to other laws involving health and safety matters.

SENATE BILL 448
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the adoption of a nonsubstantive revision of the statutes relating to intergovernmental relations, including repeals.
TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS

HOUSE BILL 9 (1st C.S.)
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the regulation, construction, financing, and use of highways, rail facilities, airports, and other facilities for public transportation, including the regulation of private vehicles operated on highways.

HOUSE BILL 63
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the issuance of specially designed license plates to surviving spouses of Purple Heart medal recipients.

HOUSE BILL 70
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the dismissal of certain misdemeanor charges upon completion of a driving safety course and to the collection and disposition of certain costs on conviction of certain traffic offenses.

HOUSE BILL 153
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to speed limits on certain highways.

HOUSE BILL 173
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to essential need driver’s licenses.

HOUSE BILL 220
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the issuance of specially designed license plates for certain veterans of military service and surviving spouses of certain veterans.

HOUSE BILL 225
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to registration of certain motor vehicles.

HOUSE BILL 233
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91
Relating to the access to and disposition of certain records of the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation and the Department of Public Safety.

HOUSE BILL 235
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the administration and financing of mass transportation.
HOUSE BILL 319  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Cuellar, H.  
SENATE SPONSOR: Zaffirini  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the areas of operation of certain foreign motor carriers operating in this state.

HOUSE BILL 399  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Thomas  
SENATE SPONSOR: Lyon  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the operation of an authorized emergency vehicle by a volunteer fire fighter.

HOUSE BILL 434  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Rabuck  
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the suspension, denial, or return of the driver's license or permit of persons younger than 21 years of age at the time certain offenses, delinquent conduct, or conduct indicating a need for supervision occurred.

HOUSE BILL 448  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Brimer  
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.  
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92  
Relating to the information to be included in an automobile accident report.

HOUSE BILL 454  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Finnell  
SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the speed limit on multilane divided highways.

HOUSE BILL 582  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Culberson  
SENATE SPONSOR: Ellis  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the operation of authorized emergency vehicles.

HOUSE BILL 734  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Naishtat  
SENATE SPONSOR: Barrientos  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the operation and functions of certain mass transit authorities.

HOUSE BILL 851  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gibson  
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to financing of certain rural transportation systems.

HOUSE BILL 998  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Hilbert  
SENATE SPONSOR: Henderson  
EFFECTIVE: 5-17-91  
Relating to the promotion of the use of toll roads.

HOUSE BILL 1111  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Oakley  
SENATE SPONSOR: Carriker  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the exemption of county vehicles equipped for compressed natural gas from certain registration fees and taxes.

HOUSE BILL 1126  
HOUSE AUTHOR: McCollough  
SENATE SPONSOR: Turner  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to fees for personal identification cards, a change in class of driver's license, and a duplicate commercial driver's license or permit.
HOUSE BILL 1342  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the issuance of a commercial driver’s license and certain information required to be provided by the Department of Public Safety; providing penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1376  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to exemptions from regular registration fees and from inspection for vehicles used to transport log loaders.

HOUSE BILL 1494  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the issuance of specially designed license plates for the Texas Space Commission.

HOUSE BILL 1506  
EFFECTIVE: 5-25-91  
Relating to designation of certain highways as the 10th Mountain Division Memorial Highway.

HOUSE BILL 1577  
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92  
Relating to proof of identification shown by, and records relating to accidents and violations of law involving, persons who operate railroad locomotives or trains.

HOUSE BILL 1725  
EFFECTIVE: 5-22-91  
Relating to the shipment of pipe in a pipe box over certain state roads.

HOUSE BILL 1739  
EFFECTIVE: 1-1-92  
Relating to temporary vehicle registration.

HOUSE BILL 2378  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to exclusion of certain information in driver’s license records.

HOUSE BILL 2429  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the safe operation of vehicles on highways; providing a penalty.

HOUSE BILL 2454  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the regulation of transporting of oil field equipment incidental and directly in connection with the performance of oil field services.

HOUSE BILL 2783  
EFFECTIVE: 6-15-91  
Relating to designating Farm-to-Market Road 390 as a scenic highway.
SENATE BILL 34
EFFECTIVE: 4-14-91
Relating to the name of a portion of State Highway 288.

SENATE BILL 54
EFFECTIVE: 5-12-91
Relating to the maximum height of a vehicle on a highway.

SENATE BILL 76
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to making a left turn in a motor vehicle.

SENATE BILL 195
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the establishment of the comprehensive rehabilitation fund and the imposition of fees and costs on certain traffic convictions.

SENATE BILL 246
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the dismissal of a charge of operating a motor vehicle with an expired registration.

SENATE BILL 312
EFFECTIVE: 5-22-91
Relating to the removal of obstructions from roadways and road rights-of-way.

SENATE BILL 420
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to inspections of places where blood samples are taken for investigation of individuals under suspicion of driving while intoxicated.

SENATE BILL 490
EFFECTIVE: 5-19-91
Relating to entering into contracts with adjoining states for the improvement of certain public roads and highways.

SENATE BILL 518
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to the authority of the State Highway and Public Transportation Commission to provide specific information logo signs along interstate highways.

SENATE BILL 797
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91
Relating to the production, marketing, and distribution of state travel materials.

SENATE BILL 815
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91
Relating to compulsory pilotage services to or from ports in this state; imposing a civil penalty.
SENATE BILL 944  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Russell  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to highways over which vehicles that exceed axle weight limits may operate.

SENATE BILL 945  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Taylor  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the maintenance and construction of state highways by counties.

SENATE BILL 946  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Green  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Clemons  
EFFECTIVE: 8-26-91  
Relating to the length limitations on certain motor vehicles and combinations of vehicles.

SENATE BILL 1131  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Tejeda  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Madla  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the governing board and powers of certain mass transit authorities.

SENATE BILL 1267  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Ratliff  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  Lewis, R.  
EFFECTIVE: 9-1-91  
Relating to the placement of signs on the right-of-way of a public road; providing penalties.

SENATE BILL 1282  
SENATE AUTHOR:  Rosson  
HOUSE SPONSOR:  McDonald  
EFFECTIVE: 6-16-91  
Relating to the administrative adjudication of violations of city ordinances dealing with the parking and stopping of vehicles.
CHAPTER 2
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

In the 1991 regular session, the 72nd Texas Legislature passed 11 joint resolutions proposing 11 amendments to the state constitution. The legislature passed three additional joint resolutions proposing three amendments during the 1st Called Session and one joint resolution proposing one amendment during the 2nd Called Session for a combined total of 15 proposed amendments. Two of the proposed amendments appeared on the August 10, 1991, election ballot, with one proposed amendment gaining voter approval and the other failing to receive ratification. The remaining 13 propositions were offered for ratification on the November 5, 1991, election ballot, at which time all but two gained voter approval.

Listed below are the 15 joint resolutions proposing amendments to the state constitution passed by the 72nd Texas Legislature. An asterisk (*) indicates a proposed amendment that was not approved.

I. For August 10, 1991, Election

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 5*

SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cavazos

Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the issuance of general obligation bonds by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 42

SENATE AUTHOR: Green
HOUSE SPONSOR: Colbert

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing a county education district by election to adopt certain residence homestead exemptions and to provide for the taxation of certain tangible personal property.

II. For November 5, 1991, Election

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 8 (1st C.S.)

HOUSE AUTHOR: Wilson
SENATE SPONSOR: Montford

Proposing a constitutional amendment relating to the establishment of a state lottery.

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 10 (1st C.S.)

HOUSE AUTHOR: Cain
SENATE SPONSOR: Green

Proposing a constitutional amendment in aid of turnpikes, toll roads, and toll bridges.

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 114

HOUSE AUTHOR: Uher
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow

Proposing a constitutional amendment relating to the amending of a home rule charter by a city with a population of 5,000 or less.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 2 (2nd C.S.)

SENATE AUTHOR: Barrientos
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cavazos

Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the issuance of general obligation bonds by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 4 (1st C.S.)

SENATE AUTHOR: Lyon
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hightower

Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the authorization for issuance of general obligation bonds for acquiring, constructing, or equipping new prisons and other punishment facilities to confine criminals, mental health and mental retardation institutions, and youth corrections institutions, for major repair or renovation of existing facilities of those institutions, and for the acquisition of, major repair to, or renovation of other facilities to convert those facilities into state prisons or other punishment facilities.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 6*

SENATE AUTHOR: Leedom
HOUSE SPONSOR: Robnett

Proposing a constitutional amendment relating to investments by statewide public retirement systems.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 8

SENATE AUTHOR: Glasgow
HOUSE SPONSOR: Gibson

Proposing a constitutional amendment to establish the Texas Ethics Commission and to authorize the commission to recommend the salary of members of the legislature and the lieutenant governor, subject to voter approval, and to set the per diem for those officials, subject to a limit.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 11

SENATE AUTHOR: Sims
HOUSE SPONSOR: Kuempel

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the commissioner of the General Land Office to issue patents for certain public free school fund land held in good faith under color of title for at least 50 years.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 15

SENATE AUTHOR: Ratliff
HOUSE SPONSOR: Johnson, J.

Proposing a constitutional amendment to authorize the exemption from ad valorem taxation of property owned by a nonprofit water supply or wastewater service corporation.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 21

SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
HOUSE SPONSOR: Gibson

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to submit debt questions to the voters of this state in proposition form.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 26

SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda
HOUSE SPONSOR: Counts

Proposing a constitutional amendment relating to investments made by the Veterans' Land Board of funds in the Veterans' Land Fund or the Veterans' Housing Assistance Fund.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 34

SENATE AUTHOR: Montford
HOUSE SPONSOR: Oliveira

Proposing a constitutional amendment to increase the amount of bonds that may be issued for economically distressed areas under existing bond authorization.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 39*

SENATE AUTHOR: Zaffirini
HOUSE SPONSOR: Oliveira

Proposing a constitutional amendment to exempt from property taxes certain property in an enterprise zone.
CHAPTER 3
STATE AGENCIES, GOVERNING BODIES, AND ADVISORY PANELS,
ABOLISHED AND CREATED

Termination dates are given for new and continued entities, if applicable, and for abolished entities for which termination is delayed beyond 1991. "Other" termination dates include statutory expiration dates that do not involve sunset review. Abolished entities for which no termination date is given expire in 1991. Most termination dates derive from an extensive revision of the sunset schedule that was enacted by House Bill 222, 72nd Legislature, 1st Called Session.

| X | Abolished |
| C | Created |
| CA | Creation authorized at discretion of agency or state official |
| CT | Continued by postponement of termination date |
| RX | Replaced by a new agency, board, commission, or advisory body |
| RC | Replaces a previous agency, board, commission, or advisory body |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Session:</th>
<th>Termination Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Texas Department of Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td>Group Insurance Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Group Benefits Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Texas Department of Insurance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Office of Public Insurance Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Administrative Council on the Texas State College and University Employees Uniform Insurance Benefits Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB270</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Texas Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board (Texas Real Estate Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Automobile Theft Prevention Authority (Governor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Technician Training Program Advisory Committee (Texas Structural Pest Control Board)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB897</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Child Abuse Program Evaluation Committee (Governor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB961</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Children’s Trust Fund of Texas Council (Texas Department of Human Services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1029</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Session:</td>
<td>Termination Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX-Mex Authority (Texas Department of Commerce)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Trade Commission (Texas Department of Commerce)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Trade Commission Governing Board (Texas Department of Commerce)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1083</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Child-Care Facility Liability Pool Board of Trustees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1186</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance Oversight Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission for Lawyer Discipline (State Bar of Texas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1257</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Enforcement Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Health)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1519</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Houston Bicentennial Celebration Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1873</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Advisory Committee on Child Care Programs (Texas Department of Human Services)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB1879</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Data Base Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Commerce)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2136</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Partnership for Economic Development Governing Board (Texas Department of Commerce)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2263</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equine Research Account Advisory Committee (Texas Racing Commission)</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2269</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auctioneer Education Advisory Board (Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2353</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Commission for the Deaf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Commission for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB2885</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Excellence Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory Committee on Texas Successful School Awards (Central Education Agency)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Committee on Student Learning (Central Education Agency)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Ethics Advisory Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Ethics Commission (statutory commission — see also SJR8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB14</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Spill Oversight Council (General Land Office)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interagency Council on State Coastal Discharge Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Session:</td>
<td>Termination Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB75 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory Committee on Scholarships for Fifth-Year Accounting Students (Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB101 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old San Antonio Road Preservation Commission</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB181 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas State Board of Examiners of Marriage and Family Therapists (Texas Department of Health)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB253 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Camp Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Health)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB346 RX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay Midwifery Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Midwifery Board (Texas Department of Health)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB351 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee on Cost Adjustment for Public Education</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB352 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Transportation Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Transportation)</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Environmental Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Transportation)</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Rules Advisory Committee (Texas Department of Transportation)</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB377 X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Term Care Coordinating Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB379 RX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Health and Human Services Coordinating Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Governor’s Council on Health and Human Services (Governor—but see HB7 from the 1st Called Session)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX Advisory Committee on Immigration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Governor’s Advisory Committee on Immigration and Refugees (Governor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Commission on Children, Youth, and Family Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Human Services Interagency Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Dental Care Advisory Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB381 RX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council on Disabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Governor’s Committee on People with Disabilities (Governor)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB383 RX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission on Fire Protection Personnel Standards and Education</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC Texas Commission on Fire Protection</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Session:</td>
<td>Termination Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB404</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB432</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB479</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB521</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB546</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB582</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB610</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB757</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB773</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB830</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| C Texas Commission on Fire Protection Advisory Council (Texas Commission on Fire Protection) | 1997 |
| C Volunteer Fire Fighter Advisory Committee (Texas Commission on Fire Protection) | 1997 |
| C Funds Allocation Advisory Committee (Texas Commission on Fire Protection) | 1997 |
| X Fire Department Emergency Board |      |
| X Alcohol and Substance Abuse Oversight Committee |      |
| RX Texas Real Estate Appraiser Certification Committee |      |
| C Texas Real Estate Inspector Committee (Texas Real Estate Commission) |      |
| C Statewide Media Task Force on Dropout Prevention |      |
| C Texas Board of Licensure for Professional Medical Physicists (Texas Department of Health) |      |
| RX Texas Housing Agency |      |
| RX Texas Department of Community Affairs |      |
| RC Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs |      |
| RX Texas Housing Agency Board of Directors |      |
| RX Texas Department of Community Affairs Board of Directors |      |
| RC Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs Governing Board |      |
| X Advisory Council on Community Affairs |      |
| CT Texas Innovation Information Network System |      |
| CT Texas Innovation Information Network System Board of Directors |      |
| CT Texas Innovation Information Network System Advisory Committee |      |
| RX Child Day Care Advisory Committee |      |
| RC Work and Family Policies Advisory Committee (Texas Employment Commission) |      |
| C Driver Training School Advisory Commission (Texas Education Agency) |      |
| C Property Tax Consultants Advisory Council (Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation) |      |
| C Pollution Prevention Council (also created by SB1099) |      |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Session:</th>
<th>Termination Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB837 C</td>
<td>C Advisory Committee on Treatment of Chemical Dependency (Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB873 C</td>
<td>C Advisory Committee on Food, Drugs, and Cosmetics (Texas Department of Health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB884 C</td>
<td>C State Office of Administrative Hearings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB977 C</td>
<td>C Aquaculture Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1050 RX</td>
<td>C University of Texas—Pan American—Brownsville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1050 RC</td>
<td>C University of Texas at Brownsville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1053 C</td>
<td>C Coastal Coordination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1099 C</td>
<td>C Pollution Prevention Council (also created by SB830)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1123 C</td>
<td>C Advisory Council of the Opticians’ Registry (Texas Department of Health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1222 RX</td>
<td>C Texas State Technical Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1222 RC</td>
<td>C Texas State Technical College System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1340 C</td>
<td>C Advisory Committee on Environmental Education (Central Education Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1359 C</td>
<td>C Tri-State Corridor Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1468 C</td>
<td>C Texas Institute for Applied Environmental Research (Tarleton State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB1554 C</td>
<td>C Texas Academy of Leadership in the Humanities (Lamar University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJR8 C</td>
<td>C Texas Ethics Commission (constitutional commission—see also SB1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Called Session:</td>
<td>Termination Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB39 RX</td>
<td>State Purchasing and General Services Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB39 RC</td>
<td>General Services Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB39 C</td>
<td>Advisory Committee on Architectural Barriers (General Services Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB62 C</td>
<td>Texas Workers’ Compensation Insurance Fund Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB93 X</td>
<td>Criminal Justice Coordinating Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB93 C</td>
<td>Texas Punishment Standards Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB41 RX</td>
<td>Texas Department of Commerce Governing Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB41 RC</td>
<td>Texas Department of Commerce Policy Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB45 X</td>
<td>State Property Tax Board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abolished for lack of sunset renewal or continuance beyond expiration date:

| X | Office of Civil Defense and Disaster Compact Administrator for Texas |
| X | Good Neighbor Commission |
| X | Texas Conservation Foundation |
| X | Rural Economic Development Commission |
| X | Select Committee on Tax Equity |
CHAPTER 4
LIST OF VETOED LEGISLATION

Of the legislation passed during the Regular Session, the governor vetoed 30 house bills and six senate bills for a total of 36 bills. The governor also vetoed individual items of appropriation contained in House Bill 1, the General Appropriations Act, during the 1st Called Session. No legislation passed during the 2nd and 3rd called sessions was vetoed.

HOUSE BILL 142
HOUSE AUTHOR: Blair
SENATE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to disclosure of information by applicants for employment in certain multi-occupant residential housing; providing criminal penalties.

HOUSE BILL 289
HOUSE AUTHOR: Willy
SENATE SPONSOR: Brown
Relating to the expulsion of public school students for carrying knives.

HOUSE BILL 376
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
SENATE SPONSOR: Green
Relating to delinquent conduct.

HOUSE BILL 378
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
SENATE SPONSOR: Rosson
Relating to determining whether the amount of bond in a certain case should be reduced or raised.

HOUSE BILL 521
HOUSE AUTHOR: Gallego
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims
Relating to the reimbursement for travel and living expenses of certain witnesses in criminal cases.

HOUSE BILL 552
HOUSE AUTHOR: Sadler
SENATE SPONSOR: Ratliff
Relating to advertising and promoting the growth and development of counties.

HOUSE BILL 739
HOUSE AUTHOR: Larry
SENATE SPONSOR: Henderson
Relating to brackets establishing ranges of cash advances or balances to which certain rates of charges apply under certain regulated loans.

HOUSE BILL 779
HOUSE AUTHOR: Cavazos
SENATE SPONSOR: Glasgow
Relating to the manufacture, sale, distribution, transportation, possession, and consumption of alcoholic beverages.
HOUSE BILL 841

Relating to the types of inmates housed in a county jail or a correctional facility financed, designed, constructed, leased, operated, purchased, maintained, or managed by a private vendor for a county and to provisions for those inmates.

HOUSE BILL 891

Relating to appointing the commissioner of education.

HOUSE BILL 914

Relating to the competitive bidding requirements of governmental entities.

HOUSE BILL 996

Relating to possession of a motor vehicle, motorboat, vessel, or outboard motor by the holder of a worker’s lien.

HOUSE BILL 1007

Relating to load and weight limits on highways and roads; providing civil penalties.

HOUSE BILL 1144

Relating to commissions for honorably retired inspectors and representatives of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission.

HOUSE BILL 1219

Relating to the goals and administration of the Texas Job-Training Partnership Act.

HOUSE BILL 1361

Relating to temporary orders in a habeas corpus proceeding concerning the possession of a child.

HOUSE BILL 1426

Relating to certain private club registration permits.
HOUSE BILL 1584

HOUSE AUTHOR: Wolens
SENATE SPONSOR: Bivins

Relating to the application of the hotel occupancy tax to permanent residents.

HOUSE BILL 1664

HOUSE AUTHOR: Stiles
SENATE SPONSOR: Bivins

Relating to the operation of an alternative incarceration program by the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

HOUSE BILL 1800

HOUSE AUTHOR: Arnold
SENATE SPONSOR: Haley

Relating to the requirements for and certification and employment contracts of the chief school business administrator of a school district.

HOUSE BILL 1939

HOUSE AUTHOR: Hernandez
SENATE SPONSOR: Carricker

Relating to grounds for a contest of certain elections.

HOUSE BILL 1979

HOUSE AUTHOR: Patterson
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims

Relating to providing for methods and procedures for the eradication of boll weevils in cotton; providing penalties.

HOUSE BILL 2054

HOUSE AUTHOR: Park
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.

Relating to validation inspections of hospitals by the Texas Department of Health; and declaring an emergency.

HOUSE BILL 2056

HOUSE AUTHOR: Mowery
SENATE SPONSOR: Moncrief

Relating to the investigation and the inspection of conditions relating to water quality in certain watersheds by the Tarrant County Water Control and Improvement District Number One.

HOUSE BILL 2153

HOUSE AUTHOR: Bomer
SENATE SPONSOR: Dickson

Relating to the civil liability of Parks and Wildlife Department and Parks and Wildlife Commission members and employees.

HOUSE BILL 2368

HOUSE AUTHOR: Holzheauer
SENATE SPONSOR: Whitmire

Relating to exempting the procurement of security services, personnel or devices by cities from the requirement for competitive bidding or competitive proposals.
HOUSE BILL 2404  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Horn  
SENATE SPONSOR: Harris, C.  
Relating to registration and inspection of street rod vehicles.

HOUSE BILL 2657  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Eckels  
SENATE SPONSOR: Leedom  
Relating to the powers and duties of counties and certain other governmental entities.

HOUSE BILL 2793  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Craddick  
SENATE SPONSOR: Sims  
Relating to the Midland County Hospital District.

HOUSE BILL 2835  
HOUSE AUTHOR: Von Dohlen  
SENATE SPONSOR: Armbrister  
Relating to the powers and duties of the DeWitt Medical District.

SENATE BILL 337  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, C.  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Carter  
Relating to the availability of bail for a person awaiting extradition after the service of the governor’s warrant of arrest.

SENATE BILL 791  
SENATE AUTHOR: Tejeda  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Madla  
Relating to the authority of a sheriff to require certain defendants convicted of felonies and awaiting transfer to the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice to participate in work programs operated by the sheriff.

SENATE BILL 928  
SENATE AUTHOR: Armbrister  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Carter  
Relating to peace officers commissioned by the comptroller of public accounts.

SENATE BILL 1462  
SENATE AUTHOR: Whitmire  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Hefflin  
Relating to credit in, contributions to, and benefits and administration of retirement systems for police officers in certain municipalities.

SENATE BILL 1509  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, C.  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Thompson, S.  
Relating to the authority of a domestic relations office to obtain certain records from the Department of Public Safety and the Texas Employment Commission; providing a penalty.

SENATE BILL 1538  
SENATE AUTHOR: Harris, O. H.  
HOUSE SPONSOR: Cain  
Relating to the regulation of certain business relations.
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution,
I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 142
because of the following objections:

In our society, the ever-diminishing rights of the
individual to privacy in their private lives competes
with the right of the public to know specific information
about a given individual in the interest of public safety
and order. This legislation fails that necessary
balancing test in that the public's right to know, in
this instance, does not outweigh the individual's right
to privacy in his private affairs. If this bill required
information on applicants that had been offered
employment, it would have been more acceptable.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and
will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name
officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at
Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

Filed in the office of the
Secretary of State

O'clock

JUNE 16 1991

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

by the
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 289 because of the following objections:

This bill is overly broad and punishes activity that may be innocuous. Other remedies are readily available on issues sought to be addressed by this legislation. Specifically, the alternative education programs should be a source of relief, especially coupled with the local board’s rule making authority.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILER IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

John Hannah
Secretary of State

JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 376 because of the following objections:

It is not in the state's best interest to use scarce state resources to prosecute juveniles for violation of federal law. The United States of America, acting through its duly constituted law enforcement agencies, is well able to determine when and if juvenile conduct on federal land should be the subject of prosecutorial activity and there is no compelling need for the state to take on that responsibility and expense.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Signature]

[Seal]

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Stamp]

JUN 16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 378 because of the following objections:

The adequacy or inadequacy of bond amount is solely a judicial function and the already crowded dockets of the courts of this state should not be further burdened by the requirement of a hearing. If a hearing is appropriate or if a matter for hearing but should be under no additional obligation to do so.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 16 1991

John Hannah
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 521 because of the following objections:

This bill would require the payment of expenses to subpoenaed witnesses in criminal trials if they live 50 miles or more from the place where the proceeding is held. There is no estimate of the amount that this bill will cost the state. At a time when the state treasury is in a deficit, this should not become law.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Seal]
FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]
John Hannah Jr.
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 552 because of the following objections:

Counties may dedicate up to $0.05 per $100.00 of valuation in property tax to a board of development for advertising and promoting growth and development in the county with the approval of a majority of the voters of the county. This bill would delete the requirement for an election. The creation of this board and the dedication of a portion of tax revenue are significant issues that should require a popular vote. If the voters do not approve of the action, counties have other avenues available to pursue economic development projects.

The Secretary of State shall take notice of this action and notify the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 10th day of May, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 739 because of the following objections:

The increase in interest rates on small consumer loans contained in this bill is not warranted. At a time of historically low interest rates, raising the cost of borrowing money to those unable to obtain credit from any other source cannot be justified.

The Secretary of State shall take notice of this action and notify the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 24th day of May, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution,
I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 779
because of the following objections:

This bill contains several amendments to the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code, some of
which are needed and acceptable. However, another provision of the bill requires a veto.
H.B. 779 contains an "indemnity provision" which overextends a brewer's or distiller's
indemnification of sellers (i.e. non-manufacturers) of alcoholic beverages. The
intent of the section was to secure indemnification and attorney's fees as they
relate to product liability lawsuits; however, the drafters concede the language was overly
broad. In 1987, the legislature passed a law
allowing a person who serves an alcoholic beverage to an obviously intoxicated person to
be held liable for damages caused by the intoxicated person. The purpose of this so-called "Dram Shop Act" is to reduce the number
of intoxicated persons driving home from bars.
H.B. 779 would completely undercut this
purpose by requiring the manufacturer or importer of the beverage to indemnify the
retailer for any legal action brought against
the retailer. To prevent undoing the progress
that has been made in the war against drunk
drivers, I am vetoing House Bill 779.

I have said publicly that I have no
preconceived opinion as to whether or not
alcoholic beverages should or should not be
sold in Texas Stadium. I am told that many
people in Irving oppose the issue; on the
other hand, I am told that the regulated and
controlled sale of alcoholic beverages in the
Stadium is preferable to the current system of
allowing persons to carry their own beverages
into the stadium. I make no judgment on the
matter.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and
will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name
officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at
Austin, this 7th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE
JUN 07 1991
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 841 because of the following objections:

It is not good public policy to accept prisoners from other states at a time when the State of Texas is not able efficiently to handle its own state prisoners. County jails built upon speculation appear to have been the motivating factor in this legislation. Allowing this bill to become law would have the effect of encouraging further speculative jail building, and one would assume, added pressure to accept more out-of-state prisoners.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereon at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
JUN 16 1991

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 691 because of the following objections:

The appointment of a Commissioner of Education for the State of Texas is uniquely a function of the Governor's office and this legislation would unnecessarily interfere with that function and prerogative.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

STATE OF TEXAS

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 914 because of the following objections:

This bill raises the threshold amount for purchases at which a city must seek competitive bids to $15,000. Currently, the state must seek competitive bids for purchases of more than $10,000. The amount that cities save through the decreased administrative expense is not likely to outweigh their loss through the failure to seek competitive bids.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE
D’CLOCK
JUN 16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 996 because of the following objections:

Entitites providing services for the repair and servicing of motor vehicles, boats, and motors should be able to collect their fees; however, current law amply provides protection. This legislation would encourage costs to be incurred in repossessing efforts under circumstances where abuses could result.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereunto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 1 & 991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME.

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1087 because of the following objections:

This bill provides penalties for overweight violators, but permits counties no financial recovery from owners and operators who damage their roads. The intent of the legislation is to devise a way for overweight vehicles to use public roadways in county jurisdiction. The goal is laudable, but the interests of county citizens are not protected by adequate assurance that their roadways will remain in useable condition.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereunto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 16 1991
John Hannah
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1144 because of the following objections:

This bill would allow retired agents of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission to continue to serve as peace officers without pay. I am concerned that these retired agents would not be as attentive to the direction and control of their former superiors at the TABC as they were when they were employees. The power over the life, health, and safety of other that is given to commissioned peace officers must continue to be under the strictest supervision and control.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

O'CLOCK

Jun 16 1991

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1219 because of the following objections:

The language in this bill appears to be in fatal conflict with the Federal Job Training Partnership Act, which requires a competitive process in procurement and selection of service providers. The net result of this bill becoming law would be loss of job training funds for the State of Texas.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
O'CLOCK
JUN 16 1991
John N. Hinojosa
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1351 because of the following objections:

This bill is vetoed at the request of the sponsors.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

[Stamp]

O'CLOCK

Jun 16 1991

[Signature]

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1426 because of the following objections:

This bill provides for a restricted permit to sell certain alcoholic beverages. No clear and convincing evidence has been presented to indicate a need for a new and creative way to obtain a license to sell alcohol. Enforcement efforts of the alcoholic beverage sales and consumption laws of the state would be hindered by the passage of this bill.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Signature]

Filed in the Office of the Secretary of State

John Hannah
Secretary of State

JUN 16 1991
9 O'CLOCK
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1584 because of the following objections:

The need for this legislation was eliminated by the passage of H.B. 651.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereunto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Seal]

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE O'CLOCK

[Signature]

John Hannah Jr.
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME.

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1664 because of the following objections:

This bill would allow the Executive Director of the Texas Department of Corrections, Institutional Division, to have an effective veto power over the use of shock probation by local district courts. While there is a true need to enhance the Texas Department of Correction's ability to effectuate prison management techniques, this legislation runs counter to the desired result of expansion of community corrections and diversion programs and is ultimately not in the best interest of the criminal justice system of the State of Texas.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed on veto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

Otto
16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1800 because of the following objections:

The interests of returning local control to school districts mandate that a given district be allowed to make an independent decision concerning the criteria necessary to determine the qualifications of any person or persons hired to administer the business of the district. I must be assumed that the district trustees will be as capable and qualified in the setting of such criteria as would be the State Board of Education.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereunto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Seal]

Filed in the office of the Secretary of State

Jun 16 1991

[Signature]

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1939 because of the following objections:

This bill would prohibit the contest of an election if one candidate wins by more than ten percent. While this might eliminate some frivolous contests, the right to insure fair elections in this state should not be so arbitrarily limited.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

Filed in the office of the Secretary of State
JUN. 16 1991
John Hannah
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 1979 because of the following objections:

This bill is so weak that it is unlikely that it will ever take effect but just in case, the bill should not become law for the following reasons:

1. There are no pesticide spraying safeguards;

2. No justification or proof of necessity for pesticide spraying is required;

3. This violates the appointments tradition of the Governor's office; and

4. This costs the state $156,000.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereat at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]

John Hannah Jr.
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SMALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2054 because of the following objections:

This bill addresses a legitimate concern. However, as a result of drafting shortcomings, the bill has a fatal flaw that removes the ability of the Texas Department of Health to inspect hospitals other than when a disagreement has arisen concerning a Medicaid inspection. The loss of the department’s ability to inspect hospitals at other times is unacceptable.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2056 because of the following objections:

This bill attempts to grant to the Tarrant County Water Control and Improvement District powers of inspection that should be performed by the state. The bill would allow the district to have significant and extraordinary powers outside the district limits, including the right to intrude upon private lands. The benefits to be gained by the district could be accomplished by intergovernmental contract with the Texas Water Commission.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2153 because of the following objections:

No sufficient justification exists for the carving out of a special niche in the liability laws of this state for personnel of the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Seal]

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]
John Hannaford Jr.
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2368 because of the following objections:

This bill was prompted by the suggestion that there is an increased danger of terroristic activity because of the Persian Gulf crisis. Other methods exist to protect the confidentiality of security systems without eliminating the need for competitive bidding and the dangers posed by that elimination appear to be at least as great as those the bill seeks to address.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereunto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN. 16 1991
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2404 because of the following objections:

There is no compelling reason to single the vehicles covered in this legislation out from other vehicles driven upon the streets and highways of this state.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have herunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereeto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]
John Hannah
Secretary of State

JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2657 because of the following objections:

This bill makes minor revisions to the Local Government Code, including allowing a least cost review program for county expenditures. Unfortunately, an amendment was added to the bill in violation of the constitution. It attempts to allow the creation of the local office of staff council to the County Commissioners Court of Denton County in violation of Article 3, Section 56 of the Texas Constitution, which prohibits the adoption of a local law creating county offices.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

John Henson Jr.
Secretary of State

JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2793 because of the following objections:

This bill is somewhat unusual in that it would effectively defeat the rollback provisions of sec. 26.141, Tax Code, and it allows for sales tax revenue to be an additional revenue to property tax revenue. The intent of the sales tax option was to allow that revenue source in lieu of property taxes. This bill would circumvent that intention and eliminate the property tax relief provision intended by the sales tax option extended to governmental subdivisions.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

10 O'CLOCK

John Nunnally
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto H.B. 2835 because of the following objections:

This bill would allow the DeWitt County Hospital District to make grants to nonprofit entities for the promotion of economic development. Hospital districts were not created for purposes of economic development and should not have their funds diverted for those purposes. There are other mechanisms in the law that allow tax revenues to be raised for economic development purposes, and they offer more appropriate methods of promoting economic development.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereat at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]
Secretary of State

JUN 16 '91
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 337 because of the following objections:

A person charged with an offense in the State of Texas has a state constitutional right to be admitted to bail. It would appear that this legislation would work to unconstitutionally deny that right to bail.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereon at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

[Signature]

John H. Harnly, Jr.
Secretary of State

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 791 because of the following objections:

The liability issue addressed in this legislation has been addressed more comprehensively in H.B. 194, already passed into law. This bill is not as conducive to the operations of the community work service programs and singles out county sheriffs for protection from liability in instances where there is no demonstrable showing of a public need for that removal of liability.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

John Nannelly
Secretary of State

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 928 because of the following objections:

This bill authorizes the commissioning of law enforcement officers by the comptroller of public accounts. There is no demonstrated need for the comptroller's office to have this power.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereon at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]
Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Stamp]
John Hannah, Jr.
Secretary of State

JUN 16 1991
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 1462 because of the following objections:

This legislation impermissibly penalizes persons promoted within the ranks of the Houston Police Department. In many instances these same persons have been held back in their career progress by discrimination in one form or other. This bill would institutionalize that unacceptable condition. An inordinate amount of legislative and executive energies are regularly consumed by internecine struggles originating in Houston and Harris County. These continuing issues should be attended to in Houston and Harris County and should not continue to occupy the time of the state government. "Local" issues from Harris County and Houston are greater in number in legislative sessions than all other communities of the state combined.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

[Signature]

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

[Signature]

Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION

BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 1509 because of the following objections:

The right of citizens in this state to be secure against unwarranted governmental intrusion is one of the most fundamental rights of our democratic form of government. In this bill, it is unclear why a domestic relations office should have access to private information when in the normal judicial process the information can be readily obtained.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

John Hannah
Secretary of State
PROCLAMATION
BY THE
Governor of the State of Texas

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, I, Ann W. Richards, Governor of Texas, do hereby veto S.B. 1538 because of the following objections:

This bill is vetoed at the request of the sponsors.

The Secretary of State will take notice of this action and will notify the members of the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the Seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 16th day of June, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas
PROCLAMATION

BY THE

Governor of the State of Texas

41-2509

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

House Bill 1, the General Appropriations Bill, has reached my desk for action, having been duly certified by the Comptroller of Public Accounts pursuant to Article III, Section 49a of the Texas Constitution. It authorizes an expenditure of $59.1 billion in total funds for 1992-93.

We would have liked to provide sufficient savings through our vetoes to allow the Comptroller to certify a state employee pay raise. Unfortunately, the budget bill granted 160 agencies the special protection of a lump-sum appropriation. This effectively prevents the Governor from exercising the authority granted in Article IV, section 14 of the Texas Constitution to veto individual items of appropriation within the following agency budgets:

State Office of Administrative Hearings
Department of Agriculture
Office of the Attorney General
Comptroller's Office
Texas Ethics Commission
Finance Commission of Texas
Fire Fighters' Pension Commissioner
Funeral Service Commission
Board of Examiners in the Fitting and Dispensing of Hearing Aids
Texas Incentive and Productivity Commission
Office of Public Insurance Counsel
Board of Irrigators
General Land Office & Veterans' Land Board
Board of Licensure for Nursing Home Administrators
Optometry Board
Podiatry Examiners
Polygraph Examiners
Railroad Commission
Space Commission
Office of State-Federal Relations
Surplus Property Agency
Tax Professional Examiners
Treasury Department
Office of Public Utility Counsel
Veterinary Medical Examiners
River Compact Commissions
Water Well Drillers Board
Children's Trust Fund of Texas Council
Health and Human Services Commission
Alamo Community College
Alvin Community College
Amarillo College
American Educational Complex College
Angelina College
Austin Community College
Bee County Junior College
Blinn College
 Brazosport Junior College
Cisco Junior College
Clarendon College
College of the Mainland
Collin County Community College
Cooke County College
Dalllas County Community College
Del Mar College
El Paso Community College
Frank Phillips College
Galveston County College
Grayson County College
Hill College
Houston Community College
Howard College
Kilgore College
Laredo Junior College
Lee College
McLennan Community College
Midland College
Navarro College
North Harris County College
Northwest Texas Community College
Odessa College
Palo Alto College
Paris Junior College
Ranger Junior College
San Jacinto College
South Plains College
Southwest Texas Junior College
Tarrant County Junior College
Temple Junior College
Texarkana College
Texas Southmost College
Trinity Valley Community College
Tyler Junior College
Vernon Regional Junior College
Weatherford College
Western Texas College
Wharton County Junior College
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at El Paso
University of Texas - Pan American
University of Texas at Brownsville
University of Texas of the Permian Basin
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas at Tyler
University of Texas Southwestern
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston
University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler
Texas A&M University  
Texas A&M University College of Medicine  
Texas A&M University at Galveston  
Prairie View A&M University  
Tarleton State University  
Corpus Christi State University  
Texas A&M University  
Laredo State University  
West Texas State University  
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station  
Texas Agricultural Extension Service  
Texas Engineering Experiment Station  
Texas Transportation Institute  
Texas Engineering Extension Service  
Texas Forest Service  
Animal Damage Control Service  
Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory  
East Texas State University  
East Texas State University at Texarkana  
University of Houston  
University of Houston - Clear Lake  
University of Houston - Downtown  
University of Houston - Victoria  
Lamar University at Beaumont  
Lamar University at Orange  
Lamar University at Port Arthur  
Midwestern State University  
University of North Texas  
Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine  
Stephen F. Austin University  
Texas Southern University  
Texas Tech University  
Texas Tech Health Science Center  
Texas Woman's University  
Angelo State University  
Sam Houston State University  
Southwest Texas State University  
Sul Ross State University  
Sul Ross State University at Uvalde  
Texas Food & Fibers Commission  
Texas State Technical College System  
Texas State Technical College at Amarillo  
Texas State Technical College at Harlingen  
Texas State Technical College at Sweetwater  
Texas State Technical College at Waco  
1st Court of Appeals  
2nd Court of Appeals  
3rd Court of Appeals  
4th Court of Appeals  
5th Court of Appeals  
6th Court of Appeals  
7th Court of Appeals  
8th Court of Appeals  
9th Court of Appeals  
10th Court of Appeals  
11th Court of Appeals  
12th Court of Appeals  
13th Court of Appeals  
14th Court of Appeals  
Office of State Prosecuting Attorney  
Court Reporters Certification Board  
State Commission on Judicial Conduct  
Senate  
House of Representatives  
Legislative Council  
Commission on Uniform State Laws  
State Auditor  
Legislative Reference Library

We have made significant strides in reforming state government in 1991, thanks in large part to the efforts of State Comptroller John Sharp and the Texas Performance Review. We still have much more to accomplish.

Our priority will be to bring the people of this state “TRUTH IN BUDGETING.” The people have a right to know where the money comes from and how it is spent.

The 1992-93 budget for the State of Texas, while a tremendous cooperative achievement of the Legislature, the Performance Review, and the Office of the Governor, is still a complicated mass of bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo. If the average Texan wanted to see how much money Texas spends, they would need a lawyer, an economist, and a computer programmer to find the true bottom line in House Bill 1. Our budget is a maze of special funds and transfers, and spending that does not show up in line-items, but is instead hidden in special riders.

We believe the budget of the State of Texas should be written in a manner that the people of the State of Texas can understand. In January of 1992, we will work with the Legislature in crafting a budget that clearly shows, agency by agency, where the money comes from and specifically to which programs that money goes.

Building on the Sharp-inspired recommendations to cut, consolidate and reorganize, this appropriations bill is more than a billion dollars less than the amount initially identified to maintain "current services." Along with meeting current services—and meeting them more efficiently—the budget provides for high-priority “investments” in the State of Texas and its people. These investments include:
• the reorganization of state agencies focusing on key public priorities—health and human services, transportation and environmental protection;
• full funding for the historic effort to reform and equalize public education;
• more than 25,000 new prison beds, with many for the first time focusing on substance-abuse treatment facilities;
• an increase in benefits for retired teachers to help reduce the impact of inflation;
• a fair resolution to the crisis of county jail overcrowding;
• protection against the growing costs of health insurance for state employees;
• new initiatives in South Texas for public health and additional funds for improving South Texas colleges and universities;
• additional funds to build and maintain a public highway system second to none; and
• new efforts to bring Texas' fair share of federal dollars. In 1992-93, Texas will garner a record $15.6 billion in federal aid.

To meet the state's budget needs, lawmakers took decisive steps to bring the state's archaic corporate franchise tax in line with a modern Texas economy, restoring more than $800 million in revenues the state lost in court. Still, additional taxes and fees were needed to balance the budget. But while many in January were predicting that Texans would soon be paying horrendous income tax bills, their predictions fell far from the mark. The new taxes and fees will cost the average Texan $1.66 a month. That figure is a far easier burden to bear than the $4.8 billion tax bill passed in 1984 and the $3.6 billion tax package passed in 1987.

Despite the accomplishments of this Legislature, there are disappointments. State funding should have been made available to pay for health insurance for our public school teachers. We will work to include teacher health insurance in future budgets. State government employees deserved a pay raise, and we will work with the comptroller to find sufficient money to provide one.

Crafting a budget for an enterprise as large and complex as the State of Texas is a daunting task; mistakes are inevitable. The vetoes that follow are not darts directed at the Legislature. In many instances these vetoes are corrective—adjusting appropriations to reflect legislation that failed to pass and become law. In several instances these vetoes are regrettable since the legislation was important. Other items reflect a careful reappraisal—allowing us to fine-tune the priorities of state government in the New Texas.

These vetoes total $66.8 million. Some of these funds can be made available for unforeseen opportunities or unexpected crises.

Summary of Items Vetoes

ARTICLE I—EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

Department of Agriculture Page 1-12

17. APPROPRIATION OF BRAKE FLUID REGISTRATION FEES. The department is hereby appropriated all fees collected for the establishment of minimum standards and specifications for brake fluid consistent with standards adopted by the United States Department of Transportation. The fees collected may not exceed the amount necessary to defray the costs of the administration of the program.

During the 1990-91 biennium, the Department of Public Safety effectively administered the brake fluid registration program without charging or collecting fees. The Department of Agriculture should be able to manage this responsibility without fee appropriations.

Department of Agriculture Page 1-14

24. APPROPRIATION OF FUEL MIXTURE REGULATION REVENUES. The department is hereby appropriated any revenues received from fees charged for the regulation of certain fuel mixtures contingent upon the passage of Article 4, House Bill 4, Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session.

House Bill 4, considered by the legislature during the first special session, would have delegated responsibility for regulating certain fuel mixtures to the Department of Agriculture. Since that bill did not become law, this rider is vetoed.
Department of Agriculture Page 1-14

25. APPROPRIATION OF PRODUCE INSPECTION REVENUES. The department is hereby appropriated any revenues received from fees charged for the inspection of fresh fruit and vegetables under Chapters 91, excluding sections 91.03 and 91.143; 92; 93; 94, excluding section 94.035, and 95, excluding section 95.034 of V.T.C.A., Agriculture Code.

By law, fees collected from Texas producers for the inspection of fresh fruits and vegetables may be used only to offset the cost of operating an inspection service. Currently, the United States Department of Agriculture contracts with a private association in Texas for inspection services. Since the Department of Agriculture itself does not inspect produce at this time, fees for the inspection of tomatoes and citrus should not be appropriated to the Department by this rider. Furthermore, since the passage of H.B. 1, the United States Department of Agriculture has indicated they will not enter into a cooperative agreement with the Department of Agriculture for inspection services as long as Rider 25 is in effect. Therefore, it is in the best interests of the state that Rider 25 be vetoed.

Air Control Board Page 1-18

11. CONTINGENCY RIDER FOR SENATE BILL 2. Contingent on the passage of Senate Bill No. 2, Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session, or similar legislation providing for transferring the responsibilities and programs of the Texas Air Control Board to the Texas Water Commission, or its successor, there is hereby appropriated to the Texas Water Commission, or its successor, on the date the transfer occurs all appropriations to the Texas Air Control Board.

Senate Bill 2 created the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission which will consist of the Air Control Board, the Texas Water Commission, and two other agencies with environmental oversight. The consolidation of these agencies will bring about stronger, more coordinated environmental protection in this state, as well as save costs on administrative overhead. Unfortunately, Senate Bill 2 does not bring full consolidation until the 1994 fiscal year. Consequently, this rider transferring the Air Control Board’s budget to the Water Commission is unnecessary. During the upcoming budget period, my office will work closely with the Air Control Board and its staff to see that the agency is organized in a manner to ensure a smooth consolidation into the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission.

Alcoholic Beverage Commission Page 1-25

12. FORFEITED PROPERTY AND MONEY. Notwithstanding the appropriations above, property and money, and all proceeds from forfeited contraband directed to the commission by a federal agency, or by effect of state or federal law, shall be deposited to the account of the Alcoholic Beverage Commission and are hereby appropriated to the commission solely for law enforcement purposes. Any funds unexpended at the close of each fiscal year are reappropriated for the same purpose the following fiscal year.

This rider would give the Commission new authority to utilize proceeds related to controlled substances arrests without limit, or without statutory guidelines. This rider also represents a substantial change in the mission of the agency, a change that could divert it from its chief statutory assignment of regulating the manufacture and sale of alcohol in the state. This is of particular concern since, while many law enforcement entities at all levels are engaged in the enforcement of criminal statutes, the TABC is the only agency devoted solely to enforcement of the Alcoholic Beverage Code. Funds that would have otherwise been directed to the agency could be directed to other state or local law enforcement entities which have a more direct and continuing mission with respect to controlled substances.

Department of Justice Planning & Assistance Page 1-92

8. CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION - SENATE BILL 24. Contingent upon passage of Senate Bill 24, out of Criminal Justice Planning Fund No. 421, an amount not to exceed one million dollars ($1,000,000) shall be used to fund and implement the Texas Sentencing and Correctional Commission.

We strongly support the creation of a commission to review current sentencing standards in use across the state; however, Senate Bill 24 failed to pass, and this rider has no effect. We are strongly committed to this effort, and are pleased that House Bill 93, Second Called Session of the 72nd Legislature, provided funding for the Texas Punishment Standards Commission to study sentencing practices in the state.
9. APPROPRIATION OF RECEIPTS. There is hereby appropriated to the Department of Banking all monies received as incidental or necessary to the implementation of authorized supervision and conservatorship proceedings authorized by Chapter 8 of the Texas Savings and Loan Act (V.T.C.S. Article 853a). Such monies may be expended by the department to pay costs incidental to such proceedings, including, but not limited to, salary and per diem expenses of the appointed supervisory agent.

This rider was inadvertently included under the Department of Banking although it applies to activities of the Savings and Loan Department. Both agencies already have other riders which provide sufficient authority to carry out their statutory functions with respect to the placement and compensation of supervisory agents and conservators in impaired financial institutions.

Office of the Governor Page 1-134

21. CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION FOR FILM AND MUSIC OFFICES. If House Bill No. 4, Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session, 1991, or similar legislation enacted by the Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session, becomes law and creates the Texas Film Office and the Texas Music Office in the Office of the Governor, and contingent upon enactment of legislation which imposes a video/audio sales and rental tax, in addition to other amounts appropriated by this Act, the sum of $2 million is appropriated from the General Revenue Fund to the Office of the Governor for the fiscal biennium ending August 31, 1993, for the purpose of operating the Texas Film Office and the Texas Music Office. The Governor may divide the appropriation between the offices as the Governor determines appropriate. If only one of the offices is created in the Office of the Governor, the appropriation made by this provision is reduced to $1 million. If legislation described by this provision does not become law, this provision has no effect. If legislation does not provide revenue equal to or greater than the amounts appropriated above, the appropriations shall be reduced accordingly.

Film and music are industries that can generate thousands of new jobs in Texas. The two million dollars invested in this rider would have paid economic dividends many times over. Unfortunately, this rider was contingent on proposed legislation that failed to win legislative approval. A veto removes any potential liability to the General Revenue Fund.

Historical Commission Page 1-140

11. CONTINGENCY APPROPRIATION, PRESERVATION TRUST FUND. Contingent upon the enactment of legislation dedicating to the Preservation Trust Fund funding sources that would generate not less than $1,000,000 over the 1992-93 biennium, as estimated by the Comptroller of Public Accounts, there is hereby appropriated from the general revenue fund to the Preservation Trust Fund No. 664, the sum of $1,000,000 in fiscal year 1992. Any balances remaining as of August 31, 1992 are hereby transferred to the fiscal year beginning September 1, 1992. The Historical Commission shall reimburse the general revenue fund for an amount equal to $1,000,000 from tax revenues deposited into the Preservation Trust Fund No. 664 during the 1992-93 biennium.

Legislation was introduced during the session to generate additional funds for financing the preservation of our state's historical landmarks. We strongly support the efforts and work of the Historical Commission, but unfortunately, the legislation failed to pass. Therefore, this appropriation has no effect and is vetoed.

Department of Information Resources Page 1-153

7. DIR OVERSIGHT FUNDING. Notwithstanding any other appropriations in this Act, two percent of every information resource project and amounts for any contract deemed necessary for the successful implementation of such projects shall be transferred from the agency undertaking the project and appropriated to the Department of Information Resources for the purpose of providing assistance with planning, analyses and management functions relating to the procurement, use and implementation of information resource projects.

Services provided by the Department of Information Resources to state agencies should be reimbursed through interagency contracts — an authority the Department already has under current law. Instead, this rider establishes a fee charged to state agencies for services whether they are provided or not. It is estimated that this rider could add as much as $16 million dollars to the Department of Information Resources — which has already received a budget increase of nearly 100%. Agencies should retain these funds and set aside any excess for employee raises.
11. IMPLEMENTATION OF SENATE BILL 25. Contingent upon the enactment of Senate Bill 25, Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session, or other similar legislation, relating to the Texas Performance Review, there is hereby appropriated from the General Revenue Fund to the Department of Information Resources, $2,400,000 to purchase the Original Texas Land Survey, $2,200,000 to implement Phase I of the Open Systems Pilot Project, and $600,000 to perform competitive cost reviews.

The appropriation in this rider was contingent on proposed legislation that failed to win legislative approval. We veto this rider to remove any potential liability to the state.

11. APPROPRIATION - TEXAS GENERAL BASIS SCHEDULE. There is hereby appropriated from the Insurance Operating Fund an amount not to exceed $200,000 for the biennium for reprinting the Texas General Basis Schedule.

This rider would provide funds to the agency for a total reprinting of the Schedule, an informational manual for insurance companies, which is a statutory responsibility. We veto this rider since the agency also has been granted new authority under Rider 19, which allows it to charge a fee for all printed matter, including the Schedule. Rider 19 also reappropriates such fees to the agency. Given the existence of this new rider, Rider 11 is no longer necessary and would, in fact, provide the agency with a double appropriation. Given the system in place for financing the Board of Insurance, the $200,000 in savings from this veto will automatically result in a reduction in insurance taxes.

11. COMMISSION ON JAIL STANDARDS. Page I–155

3. CONTINGENCY APPROPRIATION - REGIONAL DETENTION FACILITIES. Contingent upon enactment of Senate Bill No. 24, Acts of the Seventy-Second Legislature, First Called Session, or other similar legislation, $123,215 for fiscal year 1992 and $114,590 for fiscal year 1993, is hereby appropriated for the purpose of establishing standards for, determining compliance of, and issuing payments to Regional Detention Authorities.

This rider was contingent on proposed legislation which failed to win legislative approval. A veto eliminates this provision from the budget bill.

11. COMMISSION ON JAIL STANDARDS. Page I–156

4. CONTINGENCY APPROPRIATION - FELONY BACKLOG RELIEF. Contingent upon enactment of Senate Bill No. 71, Acts of the Seventy-Second Legislature, First Called Session, or other similar legislation, $106,379 for fiscal year 1992 and $95,772 for fiscal year 1993, is hereby appropriated for the purpose of monitoring and analyzing county jail populations and issuing relief payments to qualified counties.

This rider was contingent on proposed legislation which failed to win legislative approval. A veto eliminates this provision from the budget bill.

Parks & Wildlife Department. Page I–201

38. CONTINGENCY FOR HOUSE BILL NO. 111. Contingent upon the passage of House Bill No. 111, Seventy-second Legislature, First Called Session, or similar legislation that would provide additional revenue to the Parks and Wildlife Department there is hereby appropriated out of the State Park Fund No. 64 an amount not to exceed $13,271,400 in fiscal year 1992 and $13,006,000 in fiscal year 1993 for the purpose of acquisition, development, maintenance and operation of state parks.

Texas’ natural beauty is an asset of which we can all be proud. This rider anticipated additional revenues for state and local parks, but was contingent on legislation which did not pass. We are pleased, however, that the Parks and Wildlife Department received sufficient funding to maintain its commitment to preserving our invaluable resources. In the interest of eliminating unnecessary law, we veto this rider.

This rider would have provided the Department of Public Safety with adequate funds to enforce proposed legislation establishing new procedures to keep intoxicated drivers off Texas roads. In support of this legislation, we placed this item on the Legislature’s agenda in both the First Called Session and the Second Called Session. Unfortunately, it failed to win approval, and this appropriation has no effect. We will work with the Department of Public Safety during the interim to ensure that funds remain available to pay for the program in the event it wins legislative approval.

11. RURAL TRANSPORTATION FUNDING. It is the intent of the legislature that the total level of federal funding provided to each rural public transportation (RPT) contractor during each year of the 1992-93 biennium remain at the same level as provided during the 1991 fiscal year. If total federal formula funding for the 1992-93 biennium exceeds the level provided during the 1991 fiscal year, that funding shall be distributed to each RPT service at the beginning of each state fiscal year in an amount equal to the percentage of the total amount of financial assistance to each contractor that each contractor was allocated in the previous fiscal year. If federal formula funds, excepting Section 9 unobligated balances, are insufficient to achieve the compliance referenced above, sufficient additional funds from the non-constitutionally dedicated portion of State Highway Fund No. 006 are hereby appropriated to maintain this minimal level of funding for each contractor. Such funds shall be exempt from the matching provisions provided by House Bill 1263, Seventy-first Legislature or similar legislation. Nothing in this rider is intended to prohibit the Department of Transportation from transferring Federal Section 9 Governor’s apportionment funds to RPT contractors in annual amounts not to exceed the annual amounts transferred in the 1991 fiscal year. The non-constitutionally dedicated revenues appropriated above shall be transferred to Public Transportation Fund No. 451 for expenditure from Fund No. 451.

We are strong advocates of rural transportation funding in Texas, but it is not good public policy to give blanketed approval in advance with no guarantee as to the quality of the service that will be provided. This rider could cost the state as much as $5.6 million in 1992-93. It provides that state funds will be used to maintain each current rural public transportation contractor with the same amount of funds received in the 1991 fiscal year, regardless of how well the contractor performs. Funding for these projects should be based on an area’s need and the quality of work performed.

1. Administration:
   a. Commissioner’s Offices
      $831,367

For the Year Ending August 31, 1993

The budget for the Commissioner’s Offices is twice the amount provided in the 1990-91 budget. No state agency can justify a doubling of its office budget during a time when most other agencies are experiencing cutbacks. We veto the second year of their appropriation and instruct the agency to reduce administrative costs accordingly. Under the agency’s current authority to carry forward unexpended balances, it can reduce the 1992 administrative budget and carry the savings forward to pay for 1993 costs.
ARTICLE III - AGENCIES OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station Page III-85

10. APPROPRIATION TRANSFER. In order to maintain the essential services of the Texas State Data (Inc.) Center, including dissemination of demographic, redistricting, economic, housing, and related data, $190,000 in annual appropriations is transferred from the Texas Department of Commerce to the Department of Rural Sociology in the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station in the Texas A&M University System.

Fiscal support of the Texas State Data Center in the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station is provided by the Texas Department of Commerce through an interagency contract for services negotiated annually by the two state agencies. Therefore, this rider is unnecessary.

ARTICLE V - GENERAL PROVISIONS

General Provisions Page V-56

Sec. 29. REIMBURSEMENTS AND PAYMENTS.
2. Forfeited money proceeds from the sale of forfeited property or similar monetary awards related to the agency's participation in the seizure of controlled substances or other contraband are appropriated to the receiving agency, unless distribution is otherwise provided by statute.

This rider would provide the Alcoholic Beverage Commission the same authority granted in Rider 12 of their budget, which was vetoed.

House Bill 1 was received by the Governor's Office less than ten days prior to adjournment of the First Called Session of the Seventy-second Legislature. I have signed House Bill 1, which shall be filed with the Secretary of State, together with this Proclamation stating my objections to individual items of appropriation therein. In accordance with Article IV, Section 14 of the Texas Constitution, individual items of appropriation objected to shall be of no force or effect. The remaining portion of the bill shall be effective according to its terms.

The Secretary of State shall take notice of this action and notify the Legislature.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name officially and caused the seal of the State to be affixed hereto at Austin, this 30th day of August, 1991.

Ann W. Richards
Governor of Texas

John Hannah, Jr.
Secretary of State

FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
5:07 p.m. 5:00 O'Clock
AUG 30 1991
Secretary of State